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Ephemera DM Biography Diploma from the 
Sorbonne (Stage 
spécial-1957)
located in the 
oversized file (1)
1957
Ephemera Reference Materials Map of Paris located in the 
oversized file (1)
c1961 
Files AM Letters Letter from Orceau de 
Fontanette at Caen, 
May 15, 1766
ORCEAU de Fontanette, François-
Jean de; AM
appears to be about 
Voltaire's dictionary 
with some other misc 
notes
Files AM Translation Explication de la 
médaille frappée par les 
Américains (1782)
AM; FRANKLIN, Benjamin; LOPEZ, 
Claude
Files AM Translation l’Italien ou le 
Confessionnal des 
pénitens noirs (Ann 
Ward Radcliffe)
AM; RADCLIFFE, Ann Ward
Files AM Translation Legs d’un père à ses 
filles (A Father's Legacy 
to his Daughters by Mr 
Gregory)
AM;  GREGORY, John
Files AM Translation Les Enfans de l’abbaye ROCHE, Regina Maria Dalton
Files AM Works/Œuvres Abrégé du manuel des 
Inquisiteurs  (1990 
Guicciardi edition 
reprinting the 1762 
edition)
AM; EYMERICH, Nicolas; 
GUICCIARDI, Jean-Pierre;
1990
Files AM Works/Œuvres Mémoires sur le dix-
huitième siecle et sur la 
révolution (2009 critical 
edition corrections--
some chapters only)
AM; DM; DOIG, Kathleen Hardesty 2009
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Files AM Works/Œuvres Mémoires sur le dix-
huitième siecle et sur la 
révolution (2009 critical 
edition Entire text with 
corrections) (Folders 
1,2,3)
AM; DM; DOIG, Kathleen Hardesty in three folders 2009
Files DM Articles André Morellet and the 
Idea of Progress 
AM Published by the 
Voltaire Foundation
1980
Files DM Articles André Morellet, 
Translator of Liberal 
Thought (Early drafts)
AM; EYMERICH, Nicolas; GATTI, 
Giovanni Angelo; BECCARIA, Cesare; 
Published by the 
Voltaire Foundation
1978
Files DM Articles André Morellet, 
Translator of Liberal 
Thought (SVEC vol. 
174; 1978
AM; EYMERICH, Nicolas; GATTI, 
Giovanni Angelo; BECCARIA, Cesare; 
This was also a 
presentation at one of 
the conferences
1978
Files DM Articles Carolina Philological 
Society Presentation 
and handouts on 
"Thomas Jefferson, 
André Morellet and the 
French version of 
'Notes on the State of 
Virginia"
JEFFERSON, Thomas; AM; DM 1977
Files DM Articles Thomas Jefferson, 
André Morellet and the 
French version of 
'Notes on the State of 
Virginia" (1st and 2nd 
drafts)
JEFFERSON, Thomas; AM; DM 1976
Files DM Articles Thomas Jefferson, 
André Morellet and the 
French version of 
'Notes on the State of 
Virginia" (Final Draft 
drafts)
JEFFERSON, Thomas; AM; DM 1977
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Files DM Biography Jeanne LeHardy 
information
LEHARDY, Jeanne Jeanne LeHardy was 
DM’s life partner of 34 
years
Files DM Notes notes on “Treatise on 
Political Economy” by 
Destutt de Tracy and 
translated by Thomas 
Jefferson
DESTUTT de TRACY, Antoine; 
JEFFERSON, THOMAS
Files DM Notes Thomas Jefferson, 
André Morellet and the 
French version of 
'Notes on the State of 
Virginia" (English and 
French versions 
compared)
JEFFERSON, Thomas; AM; DM 1976
Files DM Notes DM
Files DM Presentation A Case of Mistaken 
Identity: the abbé 
Morellet and the 
Authorship of a 
Pamphlet against 
Voltaire (offered to 
SAMLA; declined)
AM, VOLTAIRE, Francois-Marie Arouet, 
dit; POMPIGNAN, Jean-Jacques 
Lefranc, Marquis de; RAMPONEAU, 
Jean; 
this was rewritten as a 
SVEC article “Voltaire, 
Morellet, and Le Franc 




Files DM Presentation André Morellet and the 
Idea of Progress 
AM Presented at ASECS 1979
Ephemera DM Presentation ASECS 10th annual 
meeting Registration 
Packet (Atlanta, 1979) w 
Handouts and Atlanta/
Georgia local 
information and Delta 
Airlines Recipe Book
DM; AM 1979
Files DM Publications Liste des sigles/
Abbreviations used in 
DM works
DM
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Files DM Works/Œuvres Style sheet/Editing 
conventions for AM 
works
DM 1985
Files FRANKLIN, Benjamin Benjamin Franklin’s 
scientific articles: 
Explication de 




FRANKLIN, Benjamin, early photocopies 
from the Library of 
Congress
Files FRANKLIN, Benjamin Franklin and Mme 
Helvetius
FRANKLIN, Benjamin, AM, 
HELVETIUS, Mme Anne-Catherine de 
LIgniville
Files FRANKLIN, Benjamin Franklin’s marriage 
proposal to Mme 
Helvetius
FRANKLIN, Benjamin, AM, 
HELVETIUS, Mme Anne-Catherine de 
LIgniville; TURGOT, Anne-Robert-
Jacques
Files FRANKLIN, Benjamin la Tolérance; Genèse 
chapitre “XVII” English 
and French versions 
(probably not translated 
by AM)
FRANKLIN, Benjamin; ABRAHAM 
(Patriarch); 
Files FRANKLIN, Benjamin le Sifflet/the Whistle FRANKLIN, Benjamin; BRILLON de 
Jouy, Anne Louise Boyvin 
d'Hardancourt;




Alexandre, duc de la
Files JEFFERSON, Thomas Thomas Jefferson and 
Filippo Mazzei
JEFFERSON, Thomas; MAZZEI, 
Filippo
Files JEFFERSON, Thomas Thomas Jefferson and 
the Theory of 
Degeneration
JEFFERSON, Thomas; CHASTELLUX, 
François-Jean de
Files AM Letters Letters 1-629, galley 
proofs for the EE edtion
see index of  the 3 volumes of the 
Critical Edition of André Morellet's 
Lettres
2009-2011
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Files AM Articles published versions
Files AM Bibliography lists of works by AM AM
Files AM Biography AM, articles about AM
Files AM Biography Signature, examples of
Files AM Letters AM Correspondents list AM
Files AM Letters Annotated for EE AM
Files AM Letters DM corrections
Files AM Letters DM Notes
Files AM Letters MISCELLANY- not 
organized/Duplicates
Files AM Mémoires DM Corrections 2009
Files AM Mémoires DM/KD Critical Edition, 
Corrections to
Files AM Translation Histoire d’Amérique ROBERTSON, William
Files AM Translation Manuel des 
inquisateurs
EYMERICH, Nicolas
Files AM Translation Observations de B. 
Franklin..corsaires
FRANKLIN, Benjamin




Files AM Translation Pensées 
diverses...Swift
SWIFT, Jonathan; POPE, Alexander
Files AM Works/OEuvres Théorie du Paradoxe
Files AM Works/Œuvres Alphabetical LIsting AM
Files AM Works/Œuvres Table générale des 
œuvres de M. Voltaire
VOLTAIRE, Francois-Marie Arouet, dit;
Files AM, Works about/Œuvres 
sur
Google Results





Files DM Library book searches
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Files DM Notes Bibliographical 
Problems
Files DM Notes MISCELLANY
Files DM Notes
Files DM Publications Book illustrations
Files EE (Electronic 
Enlightenment)
AM Mémoires AM 2010
Files EE (Electronic 
Enlightenment)
Appendix A
Files EE (Electronic 
Enlightenment)
Appendix F
Files EE (Electronic 
Enlightenment)
Illustrations
Files FRANKLIN, Benjamin Anecdotes FRANKLIN, Benjamin
Files FRANKLIN, Benjamin DM notes on 
FRANKLIN, Benjamin
FRANKLIN, Benjamin
Files Other Enlightenment Figures BECCARIA, Cesare BECCARIA, Cesare annotated folder plus 
a few contents 
(Russian)
Files Other Enlightenment Figures CONDORCET, Marquis 
de
CONDORCET, Marie-Jean-Antoine-
Nicolas de Caritat, Marquis de
Project of Marie-Paule 
STONE; also contains 




Files Other Enlightenment Figures Marmontel, Jean-
François
MARMONTEL, Jean-François
Files Reference Materials Fernay-Voltaire/Centre 
Internationale d’étude 
du XVIIIe siècle
Files Reference Materials French History, 
Chronologies
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Files Reference Materials French Revolution, 
Biographies of people 
discussed in AM 
Matériaux...Revolution
Files Reference Materials International Congress 
on the Enlightenment/
Congrès des Lumières
Files Reference Materials Morellet, François MORELLET, François
Files Reference Materials Notes about J 




TOWNSEND, J; LANSDOWNE, John 
Henry PETTY, Marquis of
notes in French by ?
Files Reference Materials Quotes by AM in 
Foreign Languages 
(Greek Latin and 
Russian)
Files Reference Materials Voltaire Foundation VOLTAIRE, Francois-Marie Arouet, dit;
Clippings AM Articles Paris Newspapers, An 
X/Year 10
Journal de Paris, le 
Publiciste
1801-1802
Files AM Biography Finances, Pensions and 
Income
Files AM Biography Genealogy and relatives
Files AM Biography Indults and 
Ecclesiastical 
processes
Files AM Biography Life Details
Files AM Letters A-Z by author
Files AM Letters to HENIN HENIN, ? 1760
Files AM Library/Bibliothèque Current location of 
some of AM’s Books
Files AM Translation Anecdotes FRANKLIN, Benjamin
Files AM Translation Avis...aller en Amérique FRANKLIN, Benjamin
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Files AM Translation Histoire de la Grèce MITFORD, William
Files AM Translation Lettre d’un fermier au 
public anglois
FRANKLIN, Benjamin
Files AM Translation Lettre de Brutus à 
Ciceron
BRUTUS, Marcus Junius, CICERO, 
Marcus Tullius
Files AM Translation Lettre de M. GATTI GATTI, Giovanni Angelo
Files AM Translation Manuel des 
inquisateurs
EYMERICH, Nicolas
Files AM Translation Pérégrinus SUARD, Jean-Baptiste-Antoine
Files AM Translation Phédora CHARLTON, Mary
Files AM Translation Relation de 
Voyages...Byron...Cook
HAWKESWORTH, John; BYRON, 
John; WALLIS, Samuel; CARTERET, 
Phillip; COOK, James
Files AM Translation Traité des délits et des 
peines
BECCARIA, Cesare
Files AM Translation Voyage de découvertes VANCOUVER, George
Files AM Works/Œuvres Articles in Paris 
Journals
Files AM Works/Œuvres Attributions
Files AM Works/Œuvres Collaborations: Atys, 
Histoire d’Ecosse, 
Voyages en Espagne
Files AM Works/Œuvres Observations...Hardouin 
et Compagnie des 
Indes
HARDOUIN de la Reynerie, Louis-
Eugène
Files AM Works/Œuvres Table de 
Materiaux...Voltaire
VOLTAIRE, Francois-Marie Arouet, dit;
Files DM Articles AM’s Library
Files DM Correspondence/Letters 1977-2009
Files DM Emails/Courriel 1995-2005
Files DM Notes Catalogue of AM’s 
works
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Files DM Notes MISCELLANY
Files DM Notes Research lists and 
notes
Files DM Publications Catalogue of AM’s 
works
Files DM Publications Illustrations used
Files EE (Electronic 
Enlightenment)
Files FRANKLIN, Benjamin Daylight Savings Time 
(Franklin, B)
FRANKLIN, Benjamin
Files Other Enlightenment Figures ALEXANDER, Bethia ALEXANDER, Bethia
Files Other Enlightenment Figures BENTHAM, Jeremy BENTHAM, Jeremy Coorespondance
Files Other Enlightenment Figures Chronology, 1791, Wm 
Temple Franklin
FRANKLIN, William Temple 1963
Files Other Enlightenment Figures DOMERGUE, Francois DOMERGUE, François
Files Other Enlightenment Figures GUIZOT, Pauline de 
Meulan de
GUIZOT, Pauline de Meulan de
Files Reference Materials Académie Française/
Institut de France
Files Reference Materials Book Catalogues (18th 
Century)
Files Reference Materials Calendars, French 
Revolutionary
Files Reference Materials Châteaubriand,  Maison 
de (Museum)
CHATEAUBRIAND, François René de
Files Reference Materials GUIZOT, Table of 
contents to her 
collected writings
GUIZOT, Pauline de Meulan de
Files Reference Materials Introduction to “Lettres 
d’AM” (notes for)
LECLERC, Paul Oliver; DM
Files Reference Materials le Temps passé 
(REMUSAT)
REMUSAT, Charles
Files Reference Materials Légion d’Honneur
Files Reference Materials les Cachots de Paris 
sous la terreur
SAVINE, Albert
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Files Reference Materials les Prisons de Paris 
sous la Révolution
DAUBON, C A
Files Reference Materials Mélanges litteraires 
(SUARD)
SUARD, Jean-Baptiste-Antoine
Files Reference Materials Portraits by 
CARMONTELLE
CARMONTELLE, Louis Carrogis
Files Reference Materials Reviews by Mme de 
GUIZOT
GUIZOT, Pauline de Meulan de
Files Reference Materials Writings of Mme de 
GUIZOT (article)
GUIZOT, Pauline de Meulan de: 
HASSKAMP DECATUR, Mary Beth
Files AM Translation Observations...Virginie JEFFERSON, Thomas
Files DM Emails/Courriel needs to be organized 
chronologically
Files DM Emails/Courriel people A-K (outgoing) needs to be organized 
chronologically
Files DM Emails/Courriel People L-Z (outgoing) needs to be organized 
chronologically
Files DM Library book searches








Files DM Presentation Cométologie (SEASECS 
2009)
2009
Files DM Publications Permissions for 
publication of AM 
material
Files EE (Electronic 
Enlightenment)
Appendix G-AM letters 
Chronological list
Files EE (Electronic 
Enlightenment)
Appendix I-AM letters 
First line index
Files EE (Electronic 
Enlightenment)
Appendix J-AM letters 
Current
2000?
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Files EE (Electronic 
Enlightenment)
EE AM letters (copies 
from 2004 edition) (I-
XIII)
Files EE (Electronic 
Enlightenment)
EE AM letters (copies 
from 2004 edition) (XIV-
XXV)
Files EE (Electronic 
Enlightenment)
EE Biographies ABEILLE, ?; ANSON, ? et al
Files EE (Electronic 
Enlightenment)
EE Biographies list
Files EE (Electronic 
Enlightenment)
EE Biography template
Files EE (Electronic 
Enlightenment)
EE Contact list 2011 2011
Files EE (Electronic 
Enlightenment)
EE Revisions
Clippings AM Articles Archives Littéraires 
(periodical)
Clippings AM Articles Gazette Nationale 1795
Files AM Articles la Cause des Pères 
(supplement)
Files AM Articles la Vieillesse
Files AM Articles le Vieillard devenu 
aveugle
Files AM Articles le Voyageur et la laitière
Files AM Articles les SI
Files AM Articles Réflexions sur la 
liberté..écrire/imprimer
Files AM Articles Réforme du calendrier 1802
Files AM Articles Rémarques 
critiques...Lexicologie
BUTET de la Sarthe, Pierre-Roland-
François
Files AM Articles Reply to J-P Brissot in 
the Journal de Paris
BRISSOT, Jacques-Pierre possibly not by AM
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Files AM Articles Réponse à un écrit de 
Bernard de Xaintes
XAINTES, Bernard de
Files AM Articles Réponse au Moutardier 
et Leclère
Files AM Articles Réponse sérieuse
Files AM Articles Stance pour ma fête
Files AM Articles sur Marmontel MARMONTEL, Jean-François
Files AM Articles Très humble 
reqûete...chats
HELVETIUS, Mme Anne-Catherine de 
LIgniville, BOUILLY, Jean-Nicolas
also contains Bouilly’s 
“les Oiseaux de Mme 
Helvetius”
Files AM Bibliography AM bookplates
Files AM Biography AM residences in Paris 
and Auteuil
AM; HELVETIUS, Mme Anne-Catherine 
de LIgniville, CABANIS, Pierre-Jean-
Georges, Dr.; DE LA ROCHE, Martin 
Lefébure;
Files AM Biography by MERRICK J? MERRICK, Jeffrey
Files AM Biography Finances, Pensions, 
Royalties, Advances




Files AM Library DM article on AM Librar
Files AM Library/Bibliothèque AM Estate Library 
Inventory (Cat1819)
Files AM Mémoires Copies of Indices
Files AM Works/Œuvres Attributions/ False 
Attributions
CHAUMEIX, Abraham-Josephe de;
Files AM works/Œuvres Project d’index 
général...oeuvres de 
Voltaire
VOLTAIRE, Francois-Marie Arouet, dit;
Files AM, Works about/Œuvres 
sur
Articles on AM by 
DAVID, J-C
DAVID, Jean-Claude
Files AM, Works about/Œuvres 
sur
Dialogues des morts 
(1819) by A. JAY
VOLTAIRE, Francois-Marie Arouet, dit; 
AM; JAY, Antoine
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Files AM, Works about/Œuvres 
sur
Per une storia del 
concetto di disportismo 
nel 1700 Francese
RIENZO, Eugenio de AM’s “Sur le 
despotisme légal”
Files AM, Works about/Œuvres 
sur
Unpublished letter from 
AM to Voltaire
VOLTAIRE, Francois-Marie Arouet, dit; 
LECLERC, Paul O.
Files DM Articles Victims, Authority and 
Terror 
is this by DM? 1982
Files DM Notes handwritten extract 
from 1809 (AM?) letter
this is out of the box 
and placed in the 
MSS oversized folder
Files DM Notes Louis-le-Désiré article LOUIS XVIII





Box DM Presentation ASECS 2008, 
Transparencies and 
Script




Files DM Publications Portraits/Illustrations
Files FRANKLIN, Benjamin about sidewalks FRANKLIN, Benjamin
Files Other Enlightenment Figures Coorespondance VOLTAIRE, Francois-Marie Arouet, dit;
Files Other Enlightenment Figures Coorespondance 
(among other things)
VOLTAIRE, Francois-Marie Arouet, dit;
Files Other Enlightenment Figures Didérot- Miscellany DIDEROT, Denis
Files Reference Materials 24 août [1780] 
(Inquistion/Torture 
outlawed on this date)
empty folder save for 
notes
Files Reference Materials Les Quands POMPIGNAN, Jean-Jacques Lefranc, 
Marquis de
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Files Reference Materials Salons Parisiens
Files AM Articles List of AM published 
articles arranged in 
alphabetical order on 
photo album leaves in a 
blue notebook
The identification 
number of each of 
these titles is circled 
in green--what is the 
signifiance of this?
Photos AM Biography AM residence in Paris at 
229-235 rue St-Honoré 





AM Letters All of AM’s letters 
(Volume I, II, III-with 
annotations and notes) 
in individual PDF and 
XML files (CD-rom titled 
“Morellet” and labeled 
“1/Morellet Proofs/ April 
2010 Saved in multiple/ 
single files (pdfs)DVD/
Dell 1200/OLD”)
Original case marked 
“1/Morellet Proofs/ 
April 2010 Saved in 






AM Letters All of AM’s letters 
(Volume I, II, III-with 
annotations and notes) 
in one PDF file (CD-rom 
titled “2” and labeled 
“2/Morellet Proofs April 
2010/old/Saved in one 
single PDF CD/All with 
P Numbers”)
Original case marked 
“2/Morellet Proofs 
April 2010/old/Saved 
in one single PDF CD/
All with P Numbers”
April2010
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AM Letters All of AM’s letters 
(Volume I, II, III-with 
annotations and notes) 
in one searchable PDF 
(CD-rom titled “Aug 02 
2010” and labeled 
“Lettres Proofs Aug 
2010 #4”)
On the original case, 





AM Letters empty CD-Rom case 
appearing to have had 
material relating to AM 
Lettters vol 3; 
appendices, , 
introduction,  catalogue 




AM Letters Letter 429a (re 
categorized as 623?) 
and Letter 471 (CD-rom 
titled “Aug 5 2006)
AM; AM's unnamed female servant; 
unnamed physician; LANSDOWNE, 
William Petty, Marquis of; 




AM Letters Letter 429a as well as a 
palimpsest (CD-rom 
titled “Medcindoc”)






AM Letters Letters 319, 471; List of 
books sent to Lord 
Lansdowne from 1775 
to1796;  Books sent to 
AM from Lord 
Lansdowne 1772-1802; 
ASECS presentation 
“André Morellet and 
Lord Shelburne”; “AM 
and Benjamin 
Franklin” (CD-rom titled 
“May 3, 2006”)
AM; LANSDOWNE, William Petty, 
Marquis of; DM
May 3, 2006
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AM Letters scanned copy DM’s 
three volume edition of  
AM’s letters (1996-2005 
edition) maked with 
corrections added by 
DM’s hand in one PDF 
file (CD-rom titled 
“Morellet Typescript 











AM Mémoires Memoires plus some 
letters (CD-rom 
titled”April 20, 2011”)
The CD-rom is labeled 
3/30/11
Apr 20, 2011
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Media Series Type Subject Names Noted Notes Dates
6 Digital 
Media
DM Notes 818 computer files 
including: a mock up of 
the cover of “British-
French Exchanges in 
the 18th Century”; 
additions to the EE 
edition of AM Lettres; 
faxes about Grady Dr 
sale; faxes about 
Jeanne LeHardy's 
health; Graffigny letter 
(6 October, 1745); AM 
accounts to Lord 
Lansdowne; Beagle pet 
adoption form; Works 
NOT by AM; City Bridge 
Club addresses and 
table plans; letter about 
the sale of Jeanne 
LeHardy’ Carwash 
business; 2010 bio of 
AM; JPGs of a page 
from “Table Génerale 
des oevres de M. 
Voltaire” and talbe of 
contents from Voltaires 
work (Bechot edition?); 
Letters to the Marquess  
of Normansby and his 
librarian, Ms Moorhead; 
galley proof of an article 
“Les Origines de la 
philosophie probabiliste 
de Condorcet” by 
Rieucau; Obituaries for 
Mme Helvetius in the 
Albion and Evening 
Advertiser and the 
Courier and Evening 
Gazette, August 30, 
1800; 2009-2010 
Metropolitan Opera 
Season broadcasts in 
Rock HIll; Bibliography 
of Voltaire’s la Pucelle 
in English; DM Thank 
you note at 
Thanksgiving; 
Octogenarian joke; AM 
Letters Index; 2008 
Class action suit over 
Medlin International 
travel 1996-2006; Diana 
Wylie résumé; DM 
Power of Attorney; 
Article by Daniel 
Droixhe, “Quand 
Dulaurens publiait à 
Liège ses 
<<obscénités>>; Dr 
John Guilbeau early 
Louisiana 
reminiscences; (CD-rom 
titled “mydoc files 
11/22/10”)
AM; DM; DOIG, Kathleen/Kay Hardesty 
("KD"); LEHARDY, Jeanne; 
LANSDOWNE, William Petty, Marquis 
of; GRAFFIGNY, Françoise 
d’Issembourg du Buisson 
d’Happoncourt, Mme de; PHIPPS, 
Constantine John; VOLTAIRE, 
Francois-Marie Arouet, dit; 
NORMANSBY, Constantine Edmund 
Walter Phillips, Marquess of; 
RIEUCAU, Jean-Nicolas; HELVETIUS, 
Mme Anne-Catherine de LIgniville; 
MANDELL, Dr. Howard, JOHNSON, Dr 
Thomas; WRIGHT, Dr David; WYLIE, 
Diana; BROWDER, Doris Thomas 
(Blough); HELMS, Beckie; DROIXHE, 
Daniel; GUILBEAU, Dr. John; et al
Nov 22, 201
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Media Series Type Subject Names Noted Notes Dates
6 Digital 
Media
DM Notes 818 computer files 
including: a mock up of 
the cover of “British-
French Exchanges in 
the 18th Century”; 
additions to the EE 
edition of AM Lettres; 
faxes about Grady Dr 
sale; faxes about 
Jeanne LeHardy's 
health; Graffigny letter 
(6 October, 1745); AM 
accounts to Lord 
Lansdowne; Beagle pet 
adoption form; Works 
NOT by AM; City Bridge 
Club addresses and 
table plans; letter about 
the sale of Jeanne 
LeHardy’ Carwash 
business; 2010 bio of 
AM; JPGs of a page 
from “Table Génerale 
des oevres de M. 
Voltaire” and talbe of 
contents from Voltaires 
work (Bechot edition?); 
Letters to the Marquess  
of Normansby and his 
librarian, Ms Moorhead; 
galley proof of an article 
“Les Origines de la 
philosophie probabiliste 
de Condorcet” by 
Rieucau; Obituaries for 
Mme Helvetius in the 
Albion and Evening 
Advertiser and the 
Courier and Evening 
Gazette, August 30, 
1800; 2009-2010 
Metropolitan Opera 
Season broadcasts in 
Rock HIll; Bibliography 
of Voltaire’s la Pucelle 
in English; DM Thank 
you note at 
Thanksgiving; 
Octogenarian joke; AM 
Letters Index; 2008 
Class action suit over 
Medlin International 
travel 1996-2006; Diana 
Wylie résumé; DM 
Power of Attorney; 
Article by Daniel 
Droixhe, “Quand 
Dulaurens publiait à 
Liège ses 
<<obscénités>>; Dr 
John Guilbeau early 
Louisiana 
reminiscences; (CD-rom 
titled “mydoc files 
11/22/10”)
AM; DM; DOIG, Kathleen/Kay Hardesty 
("KD"); LEHARDY, Jeanne; 
LANSDOWNE, William Petty, Marquis 
of; GRAFFIGNY, Françoise 
d’Issembourg du Buisson 
d’Happoncourt, Mme de; PHIPPS, 
Constantine John; VOLTAIRE, 
Francois-Marie Arouet, dit; 
NORMANSBY, Constantine Edmund 
Walter Phillips, Marquess of; 
RIEUCAU, Jean-Nicolas; HELVETIUS, 
Mme Anne-Catherine de LIgniville; 
MANDELL, Dr. Howard, JOHNSON, Dr 
Thomas; WRIGHT, Dr David; WYLIE, 
Diana; BROWDER, Doris Thomas 
(Blough); HELMS, Beckie; DROIXHE, 















Ephemera DM Travel black and leopard print 
canvas  tote bag
Ephemera DM Travel Blue and white 
Winthrop canvas  tote 




Ephemera DM Travel Green and white canvas 















examples of AM works  














Catalogue of AM works 
(in three files); “AM and 
Benjamin Franklin” (CD-
rom titled “Mar 2 2006")






facsimiles of AM letters











facsimiles of AM letters 
(CD-rom titled “Feb 08 
2011”, but labeled “TIF 
CDR”)
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Files AM Letters Aristotle quotes used by 
AM
Files AM Letters Latin and Greek quotes 
(unidentified) used by 
AM 
1981-1985
Files AM Letters Latin and Greek quotes 
arranged by 1980s 
letter order
1986
Files AM Letters Latin and Greek quotes 
used by AM and their 
sources, (no context) 
1981-1985
Files AM Letters Latin and Greek quotes 
used by AM and their 
sources, with contexts 
in AM Letters
CUSHMAN, Martha; OTT, Ruby; 
GREENE-TYLAWSKY, Liz; 
Separated from Box 7  
and housed in a gray 
Hollinger box labeled 
“Box 7” “2 of 4”
1981-1985
Files AM Works/Œuvres Transcriptions of AM 
MSS in the BML  
(copies of records 
handwritten by Paul O 
LeClerc)
AM; LECLERC, Paul O.; Separated from Box 7  
and housed in a gray 
Hollinger box labeled 
“Box 7” “1 of 4”
Files DM Notes Mme Helvétius FRANKLIN, Benjamin, AM, 
HELVETIUS, Mme Anne-Catherine de 
LIgniville
Notebook DM Notes Research trip(s) notes 
made in France, notes 
from BML, in a beige, 
bound 'Clairefontaine' 
notebook
FRANKLIN, Benjamin, AM, 
HELVETIUS, Mme Anne-Catherine de 
LIgniville; AM; POMPIGNAN, Jean-
Jacques Lefranc, Marquis de; 
VOLTAIRE, Francois-Marie Arouet, dit; 
PALISSOT de Montenoy, Charles;  
Files Reference Materials Coorespondance 
générale d’Helvétius, 
Index (By David W. 
Smith?) and a 
“Chronologie de la vie 
de Mme Helvétius”
HELVETIUS, Mme Anne-Catherine de 
LIgniville, BOUILLY, Jean-Nicolas; 
SMITH, David Warner
about 1990
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Files Reference Materials Correspondence 
générale d’Helvétius, 
manuscript copy 
(Volume 4?),  letters 479 
to 711
HELVETIUS, Mme Anne-Catherine de 
LIgniville, BOUILLY, Jean-Nicolas; 
SMITH, David Warner
Separated from Box 7  
and housed in a gray 
Hollinger box labeled 
“Box 7” “3 of 4”
about 1990
Files Reference Materials Correspondence 
générale d’Helvétius, 
manuscript copy 
(volume 4?), letters 712 
(1st pages missing) to 
850 + appendix 17; also 
includes cross 
reference notes by DM 
of AM interest; list of 
illustrations, corrections 
needing to be made; list 
of abbreviations for 
volumes 3 and 4
HELVETIUS, Mme Anne-Catherine de 
LIgniville, BOUILLY, Jean-Nicolas; 
SMITH, David Warner
Separated from Box 7  
and housed in a gray 
Hollinger box labeled 
“Box 7” “4 of 4” 
note:some of the 
numberings of the 
letters between 
715-720 seem to have 
been assigned twice
about 1990
Files Reference Materials Instructions for DM’s 
research assistants on 
translating and 
organizing Latin and 
Greek Quotes in AM 
Letters
CUSHMAN, Martha; OTT, Ruby; 
GREENE-TYLAWSKY, Liz; 
SNAKENBURG (Wells), Linda
Files AM Bibliography Publications Inventory 2006
Files DM Correspondence/Letters Folders 1970s to 2001
Files DM Emails/Courriel Folders 1990s to 2011
Files DM Library book searches I-II
Files AR “The Italian”
Files DM Articles DM Articles
Files DM Articles Thomas Jefferson, 
André Morellet and the 
French version of 
'Notes on the State of 
Virginia"
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Files DM Emails/Courriel 1995-2011
Files DM Library book searches 
Files DM Notes MISCELLANY
Files DM Publications Illustrations
Files DM Publications Reviews and 
Announcements of DM 
works
Offprints DM Publications which ones?
Files Reference Materials Articles by SMITH, 
David W.
SMITH, David Warner
Files Reference Materials Articles by TODD, 
Christopher
TODD, Chirstopher
Files Winthrop Curricula Vitae and 
Biographies
DOIG, Kathleen/Kay Hardesty ("KD"), 
LEUNG, Cécile
Files Winthrop FLES (French in the 
Elementary Schools 
Programme)
Files Winthrop Friends of Dacus
Manuscripts AM Biography DM calendar 
(1757-1799) of AM 
coorespondance and 
movements
large ring bound 
notebook 
Manuscripts AM Biography DM calendar 
(1800-1818) of AM 
coorespondance and 
movements
large ring bound 
notebook
Manuscripts AM Mémoires index to Morellet’s 
“Mémoires”
6  small (4”x5.5”) 
ringbound notebooks; 
in another hand other 
than DM
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Files AM Translation Avis au faiseurs de 
constitutitions
FRANKLIN, Benjamin
Files AM Translation Clémentiana CLEMENT of Alexandria
Files AM Translation Clermont ROCHE, Regina Maria Dalton
Files AM Translation Discours de M. 
Pitt..Russie...
PITT, William the Younger
Files AM Translation Essai sur la 
Conversation (Swift)
SWIFT, Jonathan
Files AM Translation Jupitre le tragique LUCIAN of Samosata
Files AM Translation Lettre de Cicéron à 
Matius
CICERO, Marcus Tullius; MATIUS, 
Gaius
Files AM Translation Lettre de Franklyn 
(Society of the 
Cincinnati)
FrANKLIN, Benjamin, BACHE, Sarah 
Franklin
Files DM Articles Voltaire,  Morellet, Le 
Franc de Pompignan, a 
Bibliographical Error 
Corrected
VOLTAIRE, Francois-Marie Arouet, dit; 
AM; LEFRANC de POMPIGNAN, Jean-
Jacques, Marquis
Files DM Grants and Proposals Bagatelles by B 
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN, Benjamin
Files DM Notes AM translation;  
Observations de l’état 
de Virginie
AM; JEFFERSON, Thomas; BARROIS 
(l’ainé), Louis-François
Barrois was the Paris 
publisher of AM's 
translation of TJ's 
book
Files DM Notes B FRANKLIN, French 
Language Style
FRANKLIN, Benjamin
Files DM Notes DM Abbreviations/
Sigles used in AM 
works
1987
Files DM Notes DM Notes (box 10)
Files DM Notes STOCKDALE, John STOCKDALE, John; JEFFERSON, 
Thomas
Files DM Presentation Bagatelles by B 
FRANKLIN
FRANKLIN, Benjamin
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Files DM Publications DM Catalogue of AM 
Letters
Large ring bound 
notebook 
1980-2000
Files FRANKLIN, Benjamin B. FRANKLIN 
Genealogy
FRANKLIN, Benjamin ca 1975
Files FRANKLIN, Benjamin B. FRANKLIN 
Genealogy
Files FRANKLIN, Benjamin Belle et la mauvaise 
jambe, la
FRANKLIN, Benjamin
Files FRANKLIN, Benjamin Dialogue entre M. F. et 
la Goutte
FRANKLIN, Benjamin
Files FRANKLIN, Benjamin Ephemère (publication) FRANKLIN, Benjamin; BRILLON de 
Jouy, Anne Louise Boyvin 
d'Hardancourt; CARMICHAEL, William
Ephemère’ is French 
for ‘mayfly’
Files FRANKLIN, Benjamin Letters to B. FRANKLIN FRANKLIN, Benjamin, KERALIO, 
Agathon Guinement, chevalier de; 
CABANIS, Pierre-Jean-Georges; LA 
FRETÉ, Jean-Jacques; LA FAYETTE, 
Gilbert de Motier, Marquis de; 
TIMOTHY, Peter; LESTARJETTE, 
Louis;
Files FRANKLIN, Benjamin Mme BRILLON, 
Coorespondance with 
FRANKLIN, Benjamin; BRILLON de 
Jouy, Anne Louise Boyvin 
d'Hardancourt
Files FRANKLIN, Benjamin Morale des échecs, la /
The Morality of Chess
FRANKLIN, Benjamin; BARBEU-
DUBOURG, Jacques; BRILLON de 
Jouy, Anne Louise Boyvin 
d'Hardancourt
Files FRANKLIN, Benjamin Mouches, les/The Flies FRANKLIN, Benjamin; HELVETIUS, 
Mme Anne-Catherine de LIgniville
Files FRANKLIN, Benjamin Suppositions et 
Conjectures sur la 
cause des Aurores 
Boreales/Suppositions 
and Conjectures on the 
Aurora Borealis
FRANKLIN, Benjamin
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Files JEFFERSON, Thomas Monticello (National 
Geographic article
JEFFERSON, Thomas National Geographic 
Magazine, Sept 1966 
1966
Files Other Enlightenment Figures attribution to Roederer ROEDERER, Pierre-Louis (Comte)
Files Other Enlightenment Figures GATTI, Giovanni Angelo GATTI, Giovanni Angelo
Files Other Enlightenment Figures Lettres d’un cultivateur 
américain/Letters from 
an American Farmer
St Jean de CREVECŒUR, Jean-
Héctore
Files Other Enlightenment Figures Napoleon’s 
descendants/family
NAPOLEON I,  Bonaparte
Clippings Reference Materials Bowood (England’s 
Stately Homes)
LANSDOWNE, William Petty, Marquis 
of
from House Beautiful 
Magazine
Nov 1, 1982
Files Reference Materials Kafker article: 
Encyclopedias 
(Encyclopedia of the 
Enlightenment)
KAFKER, Frank
Ephemera Reference Materials Maps of France
Ephemera Reference Materials Maps of Paris
Files Reference Materials Mme de La Freté LA FRETÉ, Angélique-Michèle-Rosalie 
Jogues de Martinville 




Files Reference Materials rue d’Auteuil/rue de 
Raynouard, history of
FRANKLIN, Benjamin; HELVETIUS, 
Mme Anne-Catherine de LIgniville; 
BOUFFLERS, Marie-Françoise-
Catharine de Beauvau-Craon, 
Marquise de
Files Reference Materials SEASECS publications
Files Reference Materials University Libraries, 
Visitor Information
Files Winthrop Ben Franklin  and our 
Times; a Bifocal View 
(Symposium)
FRANKLIN, Benjamin; LOPEZ, Claude-
Anne; GRANGER, Bruce
1976
Files AM Letters AM letters in rare book 
sale catalogues
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Files DM Articles "André Morellet, the 
Journal de Paris, and  le 
Publiciste, 
1795-1807"(galley proof 
w corrections) and a list 
of thank yous to be sent 
to contributors
DM; AM 2005
Files DM Works/Œuvres AM Selected 
Bibliography  (with 
Jeffery Merrick)
DM; MERRICK, Jeffery 2005-2008
Files DM Works/Œuvres Biographical Entries (A-
C) to the Electronic 
Enlightenment project
DM Palimpsest with 
emails on verso
2011
Files DM Works/Œuvres Biographical Entries (D-
E) to the Electronic 
Enlightenment project
DM Palimpsest with 
emails on verso
2011
Files DM Works/Œuvres Biographical Entries (F-
G) to the Electronic 
Enlightenment project
DM Palimpsest with 
emails on verso
2011
Files DM Works/Œuvres Biographical Entries (H-
L) to the Electronic 
Enlightenment project
DM Palimpsest with 
emails on verso
2011
Files DM Works/Œuvres Biographical Entries (M-
N) to the Electronic 
Enlightenment project
DM Palimpsest with 
emails on verso
2011
Files DM Works/Œuvres Biographical Entries (P-
T) to the Electronic 
Enlightenment project
DM Palimpsest with 
emails on verso
2011
Files DM Works/Œuvres Biographical Entries (V-
Z) to the Electronic 
Enlightenment project
DM Palimpsest with 
emails on verso
2011
Files DM Works/Œuvres Catalogue of AM’s 
works
DM; AM Only contains entries 
95-T to 207 plus 
Appendix
2007
Files DM Works/Œuvres Indices to AM 
Mémoires 
DM; AM 2003-2004
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Files Other Enlightenment Figures Letters from Lavoisier to 
King
LAVOISIER, Antoine; KING, Edward separated from folder 
containing a collection 
of Prison Experiences 
of the Terror
Files Other Enlightenment Figures Mary Gay’s French 
translation, “Eléonore 




Files Other Enlightenment Figures Miscellany relating to 
d'Alembert, including a 




ou privées dan la 
correspondance de 
D'Alembert" (What is a 
letter? Supposed 
"letters", open or 
private in the 
coorespondance of 
D'Alembert)
D’ALEMBERT, Jean le Rond; 
PASSERON, Irene, 
Files Reference Materials 2 autographed articles 




d'Yverdon et sa 
resonance européenne
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Files Reference Materials a collection of prison 
experiences during the 
Terror comprising: “La 
Révolution” by M. 
Girod, secretary of the 
Chevalier de Florion; 
Extracts from “Last 
Letters” and by Olivier 
Blanc; notes on Mme 
de Bonneuil
BLANC, Olivier, GIROD,?; FLORIAN, 
Jean-Pierre Claris de, BONNEUIL, 
Michelle Sentuary de
Files AM Articles Eloges sur Mme 
Géoffrin
GEOFFRIN, Marie-Thérèse Rodet
Files AM Articles la Prière Universelle, 
Response to
POPE, Alexander
Files AM Articles le Préjugé vaincu
Files AM Articles le Préservatif
Files AM Articles les Pourquoi




Files AM Articles Observations 
Critiques...Atala
Files AM Articles Observations 
Critiques...Caleb 
Williams
Files AM Articles Observations 
Critiques...loi des 
Otages
Files AM Articles Observations 
Critiques...Martyres
CHATEAUBRIAND, François René de
Files AM Articles Observations 
Critiques...mot 
'souverain'
Files AM Articles Observations 
Critiques...mot 'sujet'
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Files AM Articles Observations...1er 
Vendémaire, an X
Files AM Articles Observations...6 floréal 
an III
Files AM Articles Observations...dénuncia
tion de la Gazette 
litéraire
Files AM Articles Observations...génie du 
Chétianisme
Files AM Articles Observations...Mémoire
s Mary Woolstonecraft
Files AM Articles Opinion sur la loi 
d’importation de fer 
étranger
Files AM Articles Pensées libres sur la 
liberté de la presse
Files AM Articles Petit écrit sur une 
matière intéressante
Files AM Articles Pour le jour de ma fête
Files AM Articles Préface à la comédie 
des “Philosophes"
Files AM Articles Projet de réponse.. 
mémoires des princes
Files AM Articles Prospectus for 
“Nouvelle Dictionnaire 
de Commerce”
Files AM Articles Qu’est-ce-que le tiers 
état
SIEYES, Abbé Emmanuel Joseph
Files AM Articles Quelques observations 
code civil
Files AM Articles Quelques observations 
Critiques...Paradoxe du 
Chrétiansme
Files AM Articles Quelques réflexions sur 
l’article du 15 juillet
GEOFFREY, M
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Files AM Articles Quelques Remarques... 
Chateaubriand 
“Anglois”
Files AM Articles Rabelais RABELAIS, François
Files AM Articles Recuil de bêtisses
Files AM Articles Réflexions...toiles 
peintes
Files AM Library/Bibliothèque Current location of 
some of AM’s Books
NOTE: I think this file 
does not exist in this 
location...







not sure of the ACTUAL 
contents
Champs Elysées Oct 90 












not sure of the ACTUAL 
contents






not sure of the ACTUAL 
contents






not sure of the ACTUAL 
contents






not sure of the ACTUAL 
contents
French instruction tape, 
Chapter 12
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not sure of the ACTUAL 
contents






not sure of the ACTUAL 
contents






not sure of the ACTUAL 
contents



























not sure of the ACTUAL 
contents
Lopez/Ben Franklin (in 
DM's handwriting)





not sure of the ACTUAL 
contents







not sure of the ACTUAL 
contents
Sherson Lehman Bros 
(in DM's handwriting)
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not sure of the ACTUAL 
contents
Soc. typo (in DM's 
handwriting)
Clippings AM Articles Gazette de France 
(notes)




AM Letters Letters  “received out of 
the blue” by DM
AM List of contents 
attached
Files DM Grants and Proposals NEH grant FRANKLIN, Benjamin 1970
Digital 
Media
DM Notes 29 5 1/4” floppy disks not sure of the 
ACTUAL contents
Ephemera DM notes 39 repurposed 
envelopes that each 
held a floppy disk




DM notes backups of DM works 




DM notes containing...? (2) Lexar Memory 
sticks (not sure of 
contents)
Ephemera DM receipts receipts LEHARDY, Jeanne
Files DM Travel Paris Research Trip DOIG, Kathleen/Kay Hardesty ("KD") 2000
Files DM Travel Philédelphie 
(Philadelphia French 
Interest Tour)









Files Other Enlightenment Figures Benjamin Franklin LOPEZ, Claude, FRANKLIN, Benjamin
Files Reference Materials Archives Nationales de 
France
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Files Reference Materials Bees (as Political 
Image)
MERRICK, Jeffrey
Files Reference Materials Bibliothèque National -
Arsenal (Paris)
Files Reference Materials Irene Passeron articles PASSERON, Irène
Files Reference Materials Lyon Town and Library
Catalogues Reference Materials National Union 
Catalogue pre 1956 
imprints
Files Reference Materials Philippe Roger ROGER, Philippe





Files AM Biography Estate Inventory AM; FRANKLIN, Benjamin; LOPEZ, 
Claude
2000
Files AM Library/Bibliothèque 1819 Estate Sale 
Catalogue of Books 
(with auction prices)
AM; FRANKLIN, Benjamin; LOPEZ, 
Claude
Files AM Library/Bibliothèque Notes on 1819 Estate 
Sale Catalogue of 
Books 
AM; DM
Files AM Mélanges 1st Ed Facsimile (pgs 
1-97)
AM
Files AM Mélanges 1st Ed Facsimile (pgs 
228-413)
AM
Files AM Mélanges 1st Ed Facsimile (pgs 
98-227)
AM
Files AM Mélanges DM notes and 
corrections
AM; DM; DOIG, Kathleen Hardesty 2002
Files AM Mémoires 1823 edition AM 1998
Files AM Mémoires AM 1822 2nd Edition 
facsimile (Tome 1, Chap 
1-7)
AM folder 1 of 9 
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Files AM Mémoires AM 1822 2nd Edition 
facsimile (Tome 1, Chap 
15-19)
AM folder 3 of 9 
Files AM Mémoires AM 1822 2nd Edition 
facsimile (Tome 1, Chap 
20-23)
AM folder 4 of 9 
Files AM Mémoires AM 1822 2nd Edition 
facsimile (Tome 1, Chap 
8-14)
AM folder 2 of 9 
Files AM Mémoires AM 1822 2nd Edition 
facsimile (Tome 2, Chap 
24-29)
AM folder 5 of 9 
Files AM Mémoires AM 1822 2nd Edition 
facsimile (Tome 2, Chap 
30-33)
AM folder 6 of 9 
Files AM Mémoires AM 1822 2nd Edition 
facsimile (Tome 2, Chap 
Lettres)
AM folder 7 of 9 
Files AM Mémoires AM 1822 2nd Edition 
facsimile (Tome 2, Chap 
Notes et pièces 
justificatives)
AM folder 9 of 9 
Files AM Mémoires AM 1822 2nd Edition 




AM folder 8 of 9 
Files AM Mémoires DM corrections to 2002 
edition of AM Mémoires  
(Chap 1-1 plus Front 




AM: DM folder 1 of 11 2006
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Files AM Mémoires DM corrections to 2002 
edition of AM Mémoires  
(Chap 1-4)
AM: DM folder 2 of 11 2006
Files AM Mémoires DM corrections to 2002 
edition of AM Mémoires  
(Chap 11-13)
AM: DM folder 5 of 11 2006
Files AM Mémoires DM corrections to 2002 
edition of AM Mémoires  
(Chap 14-17)
AM: DM folder 6 of 11 2006
Files AM Mémoires DM corrections to 2002 
edition of AM Mémoires  
(Chap 18-21)
AM: DM folder 7 of 11 2006
Files AM Mémoires DM corrections to 2002 
edition of AM Mémoires  
(Chap 22-24)
AM: DM folder 8 of 11 2006
Files AM Mémoires DM corrections to 2002 
edition of AM Mémoires  
(Chap 25-27)
AM: DM folder 9 of 11 2006
Files AM Mémoires DM corrections to 2002 
edition of AM Mémoires  
(Chap 28-31)
AM: DM folder 10 of 11 this 
folder is missing
2006
Files AM Mémoires DM corrections to 2002 
edition of AM Mémoires  
(Chap 31-33, 
Appendices and index)
AM: DM folder 11 of 11 this 
folder is missing
2006
Files AM Mémoires DM corrections to 2002 
edition of AM Mémoires  
(Chap 5-7)
AM: DM folder 3 of 11 2006
Files AM Mémoires DM corrections to 2002 
edition of AM Mémoires  
(Chap 8-10)
AM: DM folder 4 of 11 2006
Files DM Articles AM and the Idea of 
Progress
1980
Files DM Correspondence/Letters Names and Addresses 
of contributors to the 
AM Mémoires
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1995 files, WP5.1, E-
LETTAM.WP, 
Bestermann Files 1-6 
and pic, 
0405INDX.WPD, SVEC 
2005-2007, plus 2 
floppies labeled "bad 
disk"
2006
Files DM Notes Research lists and 
notes
AM; DM
Files DM notes Research lists and 
notes on Publication 
History of AM Mémoires
2000
Files DM Notes Subjects mentioned in 
AM Mémoires, but not 
in AM Lettres
Files DM Publications Various articles and 
presentations by DM
DM 1977-1983
Files DM Works/Œuvres AM Mémoires, revisions 
to the book index
AM: DM 2005
Files DM Works/Œuvres Catalogue of AM’s 
works
DM; AM 2010
Files DM Works/Œuvres Revisions to the AM 
Catalogue of 1995
AM; D 1010
Files FRANKLIN, Benjamin Franklin Paper (on disk) 
instruction manual for 
the CD-rom
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CD/Rom FRANKLIN, Benjamin Franklin Papers 
(published and 
unpublished) 
FRANKLIN, Benjamin, from the Packard 
Humanities Institute, 
CD rom #102 (see 
also the manual to this 
programme in this 
box)
1997
Files Other Enlightenment Figures De la propriété 
considérée dans se 
rapports avec les droits 
politiques (Concerning 
[the Principles of] 
Property [Ownership] as  
it relates to Political 
Rights)
ROEDERER, Pierre-Louis (Comte)
Microfilm Other Enlightenment Figures Poem by Brienne BRIENNE, Etienne-Charles de Lomenie 
de; 
Files Reference Materials articles by John 
Renwick 
RENWICK, John 1999-2007
Files Reference Materials Bibliothèque de 
l’Intitute de France 
(Paris)
Ephemera Winthrop Burgundy  “Go Eagles” 
Button
1989
Files AM Articles Défense des 
philosophes contre 
l’imputation de faire 
secte (BML ms 2558)
AM; CHATEAUBRIAND, François René 
de
from the BML (mf 
2558)
Files AM Articles Extrait des 
Observations des 
negocians Anglois du 
Constantinople sur les 
causes de la decadence 
de leur commerce 
addressées à Mr 
Greenville [sic] en 1765
AM; GRENVILLE, Henry; 
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Files AM Letters (Post Mortem) about 
publication of AM's 
sensitive letters;; 
correspondance 
between Gentil, L'Écuy 
and Roederer
AM: ROEDERER, Pierre-Louis (Comte);  
L”ECUY, (Abbé Jean-Baptiste?); BELZ,  
Antoinette Adèle Morellet; BELZ, 
(Joseph-Henri?); GENTIL, L; 
Photos AM Letters Photograph of two 
letters from AM to 
Anton Francesco Gori; 
another AM letter dated 
June 1 1810
AM: GÒRI, Anton, Francesco;
Files AM Mélanges AM Mélanges 1836 
edition title pages and 
extracts
DM; AM 2002
Files AM Mémoires Am Mémoires 1821 
edition
DM; AM
Files AM Works/Œuvres 18th C Songs and 
Music by AM and 
others
AM many contain disk 
names/notes
Files AM Works/Œuvres Bibliothèque Municipale 
de Lyon; AM collection 
of manuscripts, 
Christophe Salvat’s 
inventory of AM mss, 
and AM’s "Table 
détaillée de toutes les 
pièces dans le 
recueil"/”Detailed chart 
of all the pieces in  the 
cabinets”
Files AM Works/Œuvres BML microfilms plus 
AM’s own index of his 
articles cross 
referenced to the 
microfilms of the said 
articles by the BML
Files AM Works/Œuvres Confiteor 1808
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Files AM, Works about/Œuvres 
sur
Ormond by Maria 
Edgeworth (1895 
edition)
AM; MARMONTEL, Jean-François; 
MARMONTEL, M. Adelaïde Montigny; 
EDGEWORTH, Maria, 
The Mlle Montigny 
mentioned is the niece 
of AM, the daughter of 
his sister Françoise.
Files DM Articles AM and the Trudaines 
galley proof
DM; AM 2005
Files DM Articles AM Friendship with 
Benjamin Franklin
DM; AM: FRANKLIN, Benjamin 2007
Files DM Articles Benjamin Franklin’s 




DM; FRANKLIN, Benjamin, 
HELVETIUS, Mme Anne-Catherine de 
LIgniville
1980
Files DM Articles Scholarly reviews 
written by DM
DM; VOLTAIRE, Francois-Marie 
Arouet, dit;
Files DM Articles Vive Louis-le-désiré 
galley proof
DM; AM 2005
Files DM Biography Reviews and 
Announcements of DM 
works in Winthrop 
Publications
DM 1986-1995
Files DM Notes (AM) Catalogue... 
d'économie politique 
(1769) compared to AM 
estate catalogue (1819)
1991
Files DM Notes AM Mélanges 1818 
edition misprints/pirated 
editions + Harvard copy 
w/o problems
DM; AM
Files DM Notes AM Mémoires-1822 and 
1967 Slatkine reprint
DM; AM
Files DM Notes AM Mémoires-
Comparison between 
1821, 1822 and 1988 
editions
DM; AM 1998
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Files DM Notes AM’s Mémoires ( notes 
on JVL’s 1822 edition)
DM; LECLERC, Joseph-Victor after 1988
Files DM Notes Changes between the 
print and electronic 
edition of AM Lettres
DM 2010
Files DM notes Hard Drive contents 
(DM’s computer)
2011?
Files DM Notes Misprints in early 
editions of AM 
Mélanges
DM; AM
Files DM Notes Notes and instructions 
to research assistants
DM: BRATTON, Gina; GRIFFIN, Susan; 
MATUSEK, M N
Ms Matusek was a 
DM research assistant 
in Paris. May have 
done work in Lyon as 
well
1993
Files DM Notes Notes to Pippa 
Faucheux about EE 
edition of AM Mémoires
DM: FAUCHEUX, Pippa 2009-2011
Files DM Notes Quotes by AM from the 
Classics and the Bible 
with sources
DM; AM
Files DM Presentation realia (portraits and 
handwriting samples)w 




Files DM receipts French receipts DM 1987-2000
Files DM Works/Œuvres AM Lettres, Illustrations 
for Vol 2 and 3
AM 2000
Files DM Works/Œuvres AM Mélanges 
Illustrations to 
accompany  a new 
critical edition?
AM 2001
Files DM Works/Œuvres AM Mémoires changes 
to index 1988 to 2000 
edition
AM 2000
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Files EE (Electronic 
Enlightenment)
Changes between the 
print and electronic 
edition of AM Lettres, 
AM Correspondents 
and Appendices (Folder 
1 of 2)
AM et al
Files EE (Electronic 
Enlightenment)
Changes between the 
print and electronic 
edition of AM Lettres, 
AM Correspondents 
and Appendices (Folder 
2 of 2)
AM et al
Files EE (Electronic 
Enlightenment)




Files EE (Electronic 
Enlightenment)
Illustrations and 
captions to be used 
(AM Lettres
2008





Files EE (Electronic 
Enlightenment)
Research Assistants 
notes and questions for 
DM
Files FRANKLIN, Benjamin Franklin (-Marshall) 
College founding  1787
FRANKLIN, Benjamin,
Files FRANKLIN, Benjamin Friends of Franklin 
(journal)
2005
Files Other Enlightenment Figures Candolle extracts from 
"Mémoires et 
souvenirs"
CANDOLLE, Augustin Pyramus de;  
Files Other Enlightenment Figures Extracts from Blavet’s 
“Richesses des 
nations” translation of 
Adam Smith’s “Wealth 
of Nations"
SMITH, Adam, BLAVET, Jean-Louis;
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Files Reference Materials accounts of the 
interactions between 
AM, Cesare Beccaria 
and Alexandro Veri 
(1767) (in Italian)
AM, BECCARIA, Cesare; VERRI, 
Alessandro; CAPRA, Carlos
in Italian
Files Reference Materials Article by Henry C Clark 
“Morellet and the 
Scottish Enlightenment 
on the French 
Revolution” and 
extracts from Eugenio 
di Rienzo's book "Alle 
Origini della Francia 
contemporanea"
AM: CLARK, Henry C; DI RIENZO, 
Eugenio
1994
Files Reference Materials Articles by KAFKER, 
Frank A.
DIDEROT, Denis; KAFKER, Frank A
Files Reference Materials Documents shared with 
Arnold Heertje, as well 
as an A. Heertje article; 
“Adam Smith and his 
books”
DM: HEERTJE, Arnold
Files Reference Materials French Engravings of 
the 18th C. (copies)
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14 Files Reference Materials Small amounts of 
information on minor 
18th Century French 
personalities
DU PONT DE NEMOURS, Pierre-
Samuel; TURGOT, Anne-Robert-
Jacques; GARRICK, David; CLARKE, 
Général Henri-Jacques-Guillaume, Duc 
de Feltre; PITT, William, the Elder, Lord 
Chatham; DUMONT, Pierre-Étienne-
Louis; BRUNOY, Armand-Louis-
Joseph Pâris de Montmartel, Marquis 
de; ENVILLE, Louise-Élisabeth-Nicole 
de la Rochefoucauld, Duchesse d’; 
PETTY, John Henry, 2nd Marquis of 
Lansdowne; CONDORCET, Marie-
Jean-Antoine-Nicolas de Caritat, 
Marquis de; BRUNOY, Mme, nom du 
scène de/stage name of Rose-Perrine 
le Roy de la Corbinaye; ROEDERER, 
Pierre-LouisComte de ; ROEDERER,  
Antoine-Marie; Baron 
de; ;CHAMPVIEUX, Dominique 
Mayeuvre de; MONTRIBLOUD, Nicolau 
de; PEYRON, Jean-François; 
DESGRANGES, Claude-Joseph;
I think this 
hodgepodge was 
created by one of the 
previous  processors? 
It seems to have no 
rhyme or reason
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14
17
Files Reference Materials Small amounts of 
information on minor 
18th Century French 
personalities (2nd 
folder)
ELLIS, Henry, CHESNAYE des Bois, 
Charles Aubert de la; NORVINS, 
Jacques Marquet de Montbreton; 
RAYNAL, Guillaume-Thomas-François; 
VOLTAIRE, Francois-Marie Arouet, dit; 
BOURBON-PENTIVIÈRE, Louise-
Marie-Adelaïde de, Duchesse 
d’Orleans; LECZINSKI family; DE 
FLEURY family; LA HARPE, Jean-
François de;  TRUDAINE de Montigny, 
Jean-Charles-Philbert; BEAUZÉE, 
Nicolas; MONTARAN, Michau de; 
TURGOT, Anne-Robert-Jacques; 
CONDORCET, Marie-Jean-Antoine-
Nicolas de Caritat, Marquis de; 
ROEDERER, Pierre-Louis (Comte); 
TSUDA, Takumi; HUME, David; 
MARMONTEL, Jean-François; SMITH, 
Adam; SEIYÈS, Emmanuel-Joseph; DU 
PONT DE NEMOURS, Pierre-Samuel; 
FONTANES, Louis de; 
NEUFCHÂTEAU, Nicolas-François de; 
NECKER, Francois;  FLAHAUT de la 
Billarderie, Auguste-Charles-Joseph, 
Comte de, COURET de VILLENEUVE, 
Thérèse; BOUTIN, Charles-Robert, 
CANILLAC, Claude-François-Rogier de 
Beaufort-Montboissier de; VÉRI, 
Joseph-Alphonse de; LESPINASSE, 
Julie de; ARNAUD, François de 
Baculard d’; SUARD, Jean-Baptiste-
Antoine; ORMESSON, Louis-François-
de--Paule Lefèvre d’; HELVETIUS, 
Mme Anne-Catherine de LIgniville: 
HELVETIUS , Claude; Patrick, D’ARCY; 
D’ARCY, Jane, d’Arcy (Talbot); 
TALBOT, Thomas; 
Photos AM Biography AM bust (Lyon)
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Photos AM Biography AM portrait (pencil)
Photos AM Biography AM Portrait 
(transparency)
which ones?
Photos AM Letters from the BN
Photos AM Works/Œuvres AM manuscripts for 
publication
Photos AM Works/Œuvres Frontispieces (Various) which ones?
Files DM Emails/Courriel CANDAUX, Jean-Daniel; BLANC, 
Olivier; BRET, Jean-P; PENNICK, ?; 
FAUCHEUX, Pippa; CARPENTER, Ken, 
GUINARD, Pierre; PARGUEZ, Guy; 
GOURDIN, JL, CAPRA, Carlo, 
MATUSZEK, M, PASSERON, Irene; 
WHATMORE, Richard, HEERTJE, 
Arnold; KAFKER, Frank; LEUNG, 
Cécile; LOPEZ, Claude; SMITH, David 
Warner; VOURDON, Thierrry; 
TEASTER, Gale; BRATTON, Gina; 
MAY, John; MCNAMEE, Robert; 
BRUNNEAU, Patrice
needs to be organized 
chronologically
2003-2011
Files DM Publications Permissions to publish 
given to DM/Winthrop
Photos Other Enlightenment Figures Dîner des Philosphes
Photos Other Enlightenment Figures LANSDOWNE, William 
Petty, Marquis of
LANSDOWNE, William Petty, Marquis 
of
Photos Other Enlightenment Figures MARMONTEL, Jean-
François
MARMONTEL, Jean-François
Photos Other Enlightenment Figures ROEDERER, Pierre-
Louis (Comte)
ROEDERER, Pierre-Louis (Comte)
Photos Other Enlightenment Figures SUARD, Jean-Baptiste-
Antoine
SUARD, Jean-Baptiste-Antoine
Photos Other Enlightenment Figures TURGOT, Anne-Robert-
Jacques
TURGOT, Anne-Robert-Jacques
Files AR “The Italian” AM translations of
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Files AR “The Italian” Analyses of (French and 
English editions)
Files AR “The Italian” Biblothèque pour tous 
edition
Files AR “The Italian” Concordance of textual 
variations
Files AR “The Italian” DM article (published 
version)
Files AR “The Italian” DM article publication 
attempts
Files AR “The Italian” DM articles (drafts)
Files AR “The Italian” Errors in translations
Files AR “The Italian” FOURNIER, Nicholas 
translations
FOURNIER, Nicholas
Files AR “The Italian” Illustrations used in 
French editions
Files AR “The Italian” Publication history
Files AR “The Italian” Publishing, imposition 
and pagination 
questions
Files AR “The Italian” Reviews (French 
editions)
Files AR “The Italian” Textual variations 
across translations
Files DM Correspondence/Letters AR/l’Italien RADCLIFFE, Ann Ward
Files DM Emails/Courriel AR/l’Italien RADCLIFFE, Ann Ward
Files DM Library book searches Ann Radcliffe/l’Italien RADCLIFFE, Ann Ward
Files Other Enlightenment Figures RADCLIFFE, Ann Ward RADCLIFFE, Ann Ward
Files Reference Materials articles by FRANK, 
Frederick S.
FRANK, Frederick S.




Files AM Original MSS in Lyon
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Files AM Articles Anecdotes sur Franklin FRANKLIN, Benjamin
Files AM Articles Apologie des papiers de 
crédit
Files AM Articles Appel à l’opinion 
publique
Files AM Articles Cause des pères
Files AM Articles Chanson de 80e AM
Files AM Articles Chanson fait à Brienne BRIENNE, Etienne-Charles de Lomenie 
de; 
Files AM Articles Chanson fait à Franklin FRANKLIN, Benjamin
Files AM Articles Chanson sur le retour 
des Jésuites
Files AM Articles Couplets pour Charlotte ? name?
Files AM Articles Couplets pour le jour de 
ma fête
AM
Files AM Articles Cri des familles
Files AM Articles De l’ésprit de 
contradiction
Files AM Articles De l’expression en 
musique
Files AM Articles De la conversation
Files AM Articles De la dévotion publique
Files AM Articles De la doctrine...Brissot BRISSOT, Jacques-Pierre
Files AM Articles De la liberté des cultes
Files AM Articles De la science de 
l’économie
SALVAT, Christophe not sure If I’m reading 
the notes correctly
Files AM Articles Dernier défense des 
pères et des mères
Files AM Articles Des jugemens humains
Files AM Articles Des poissons d’avril
Files AM Articles Des queues de pain
Files AM Articles Discussion du rapport 
d...Audouin
AUDOUIN, Pierre-Jean
Files AM Articles Du Machiavélisme MACHIAVELLI, Niccolò
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Files AM Articles Du projet annoncé par 
l’IN
Files AM Articles Eloge de Marmontel MARMONTEL, Jean-François
Files AM Articles Essai...cométologie 
nouvelle
DUPATY, J-B-M
Files AM Articles Essai...etymologiques
Files AM Articles Etudes sur Rabelais RABELAIS, François
Files AM Articles Examen...Necker NECKER, Jacques
Files AM Articles Extracts from 
“Matériaux pour servir à 
l'histoire de la 
révolution"
Files AM Articles Fatalité for Didérot’s 
encyclopédie
Files AM Articles Figure for Didérot’s 
encyclopédie
Files AM Articles Foi for Didérot’s 
encyclopédie
Files AM Articles Fragment...police des 
grains
Files AM Articles Gomaristes GOMARUS, Franciscus for Didérot’s 
encyclopédie
Files AM Articles Haussement des 
salaires
Files AM Articles Imitation d’Anacréon
Files AM Articles L’indépendance de 
l'Amérique...manufactur
es
Files AM Articles le Ah! Ah! VOLTAIRE, Francois-Marie Arouet, dit;
Files AM Articles Le définisseur
Files AM Articles Leçons de grammaire à 
un grammarien
Files AM Articles Lettre sur l’éxistence de 
Dieu
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Files AM Articles Lettre...examen du 
gouvernnement 
d’Angleterre
Files AM Articles Maximes de la 
Contesse de Bouffleurs
BOUFFLERS, Marie-Françoise-
Catharine de Beauvau-Craon, 
Marquise de
Files AM Articles Maximes de la Mme 
Géoffrin
GEOFFRIN, Marie-Thérèse Rodet
Files AM Articles Mémoires...Bossange, 
Masson, et Besson
Files AM Articles Mémoires...citoyennes  
Trudaine, Micaut
TRUDAINE family
Files AM Articles Mémoires...Compagnie 
des Indes
Files AM Articles Mémoires...contribution
s publiques
Files AM Articles Mémoires...Tulle...Bas-
Limousin
Files AM Articles Mes adieux au plaisirs
Files AM Articles Notes 
critiques...Vauvenargue
s
VAUVENARGES, Luc de Clapiers, 
Marquis de
Files AM Articles Nouveaux dialogues 
des morts
VOLTAIRE, Francois-Marie Arouet, dit; 
MABLEY, Gabriel Bonnot, Abbé de
Files AM Articles Nouvelles réclamations 
pour pères et mères
Files AM Mélanges Compilation and 
Publication
Files AM Mélanges Reviews and 
Announcements
Files AM Mélanges sur l’Angleterre
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Files AM, Works about/Œuvres 
sur
AM et observations des 
dimanches et fêtes
DAVID, Jean-Claude not sure if I’m reading 
the notes correctly
Files AR “The Italian” DM presentation at 
NEASECS: “Ann 
Radcliffe’s Italian in 
French: Translations by 
Mary Gay,AM and 
Narcisse Fournier”
DM; RADCLIFFE, Ann Ward; 1996
Files DM Articles A Parisian Friend of 
Franklin: André Morellet
DM; AM; FRANKLIN, Benjamin; 1995
Files DM Articles Benjamin Franklin and 
the French Language; a 
Letter to Madame 
Brillon
DM; FRANKLIN, Benjamin, BRILLON 
de Jouy; Anne-Louise Boyvin 
d”Hardancourt, Mme; 
1977
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23 Offprints DM Articles Benjamin Franklin’s 





Literature Vol XV 1980); 
Thomas Jefferson, AM 
and the French Version 
of Notes on the State of 
Virginia; Review of 
"Letters of AM" (Diderot 
Studies XXVII 1998); 
The Composition and 
Publication History of 
AM mémoires sur le 
dix-huitième siècle et 
sur la 
révolution" (Diderot 
Studies XXVIII, 2000); 
AM and the Dictionnaire 
de l'Académie française 
(Studies of Voltaire and 
the Eighteenth Century, 
327; Review of F. 
Kafker’s “Notable 
Encyclopedias of the 
late Eighteenth 
Century”: AM and the 
Idea of Progress 
(Studies on Voltaire and 
the Eighteenth Century, 
1980); Voltaire, Morellet 
and Le Franc de 
Pompignan: a 
Bibliographical Error 
Corrected (Studies on 
Voltaire and the 
Eighteenth Century, 
CLXXI 1977); Benjamin 
Franklin and the French 
Language: A Letter to 
Madame Brillon 
(French-American 
Review, 1977) (one 
copy)
DM; AM; FRANKLIN, Benjamin, 
JEFFERSON, Thomas; HELVETIUS, 
Mme Anne-Catherine de LIgniville; 
KAFKER, Frank; VOLTAIRE, Francois-
Marie Arouet, dit; POMPIGNAN, Jean-
Jacques Lefranc, Marquis de
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Media Series Type Subject Names Noted Notes Dates
23 Offprints DM Articles Benjamin Franklin’s 





Literature Vol XV 1980); 
Thomas Jefferson, AM 
and the French Version 
of Notes on the State of 
Virginia; Review of 
"Letters of AM" (Diderot 
Studies XXVII 1998); 
The Composition and 
Publication History of 
AM mémoires sur le 
dix-huitième siècle et 
sur la 
révolution" (Diderot 
Studies XXVIII, 2000); 
AM and the Dictionnaire 
de l'Académie française 
(Studies of Voltaire and 
the Eighteenth Century, 
327; Review of F. 
Kafker’s “Notable 
Encyclopedias of the 
late Eighteenth 
Century”: AM and the 
Idea of Progress 
(Studies on Voltaire and 
the Eighteenth Century, 
1980); Voltaire, Morellet 
and Le Franc de 
Pompignan: a 
Bibliographical Error 
Corrected (Studies on 
Voltaire and the 
Eighteenth Century, 
CLXXI 1977); Benjamin 
Franklin and the French 
Language: A Letter to 
Madame Brillon 
(French-American 
Review, 1977) (one 
copy)
DM; AM; FRANKLIN, Benjamin, 
JEFFERSON, Thomas; HELVETIUS, 
Mme Anne-Catherine de LIgniville; 
KAFKER, Frank; VOLTAIRE, Francois-
Marie Arouet, dit; POMPIGNAN, Jean-




Media Series Type Subject Names Noted Notes Dates
23 Offprints DM Articles Extra copies of DM 
works: Thomas 
Jefferson, AM and the 
French Version of Notes  
on the State of Virginia 
(42 copies); Review of 
"Letters of AM" (Diderot 
Studies XXVII 1998) (12 
copies); The 
Composition and 
Publication History of 
AM mémoires sur le 
dix-huitième siècle et 
sur la 
révolution" (Diderot 
Studies XXVIII, 2000) (5 
copies); AM and the 
Dictionnaire 
del'Académie française 
(Studies of Voltaire and 
the Eighteenth Century, 
327 (5 copies); Review 
of F. Kafker’s “Notable 
Encyclopedias of the 
late Eighteenth 
Century” (6 copies); AM 
and the Idea of 
Progress (Studies on 
Voltaire and the 
Eighteenth Century, 
1980) (7 copies); 
Voltaire, Morellet and Le 
Franc de Pompignan: a 
Bibliographical Error 
Corrected (Studies on 
Voltaire and the 
Eighteenth Century, 
CLXXI 1977) (2 copies); 
Benjamin Franklin and 
the French Language: A 
Letter to Madame 
Brillon (French-
American Review, 1977) 
(one copy)
DM; AM; FRANKLIN, Benjamin, 
JEFFERSON, Thomas; HELVETIUS, 
Mme Anne-Catherine de LIgniville; 
KAFKER, Frank; VOLTAIRE, Francois-
Marie Arouet, dit; POMPIGNAN, Jean-
Jacques Lefranc, Marquis de
These are removed 
from Temporary Box 
23 and housed in the 
Duplicate Copies 
cabinet in the Pettus 
Archives
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Media Series Type Subject Names Noted Notes Dates
23 Offprints DM Articles Extra copies of DM 
works: Thomas 
Jefferson, AM and the 
French Version of Notes  
on the State of Virginia 
(42 copies); Review of 
"Letters of AM" (Diderot 
Studies XXVII 1998) (12 
copies); The 
Composition and 
Publication History of 
AM mémoires sur le 
dix-huitième siècle et 
sur la 
révolution" (Diderot 
Studies XXVIII, 2000) (5 
copies); AM and the 
Dictionnaire 
del'Académie française 
(Studies of Voltaire and 
the Eighteenth Century, 
327 (5 copies); Review 
of F. Kafker’s “Notable 
Encyclopedias of the 
late Eighteenth 
Century” (6 copies); AM 
and the Idea of 
Progress (Studies on 
Voltaire and the 
Eighteenth Century, 
1980) (7 copies); 
Voltaire, Morellet and Le 
Franc de Pompignan: a 
Bibliographical Error 
Corrected (Studies on 
Voltaire and the 
Eighteenth Century, 
CLXXI 1977) (2 copies); 
Benjamin Franklin and 
the French Language: A 
Letter to Madame 
Brillon (French-
American Review, 1977) 
(one copy)
DM; AM; FRANKLIN, Benjamin, 
JEFFERSON, Thomas; HELVETIUS, 
Mme Anne-Catherine de LIgniville; 
KAFKER, Frank; VOLTAIRE, Francois-
Marie Arouet, dit; POMPIGNAN, Jean-
Jacques Lefranc, Marquis de
These are removed 
from Temporary Box 
23 and housed in the 
Duplicate Copies 













Files DM Biography Awards to DM and 
some photos of her 
receiving awards
1985-1988
Files DM Biography Dacus Library exhibit on 
MA and DM’s 
presentation on that 
occasion
AM; DM; 1995
Files DM Biography DM Curricula Vitae for 
DM and for Marie-Paule 
Stone, Mary Beth 
Hasskamp (Decatur); 
Financial Support for 




Programme, May 30 
1966; DM Studies 
Transcript from the 
Université de Paris 
1966
DM; STONE, Marie-Paule; HASSKAMP 
(Decatur), Mary Beth
1984
Files DM Biography Notices and 
Announcements 




Photos DM Biography Opening of DM “Lettres 
of André Morellet” 
exhibit at Dacus Library
needs to be better 
catalogued
1980s?
Photos DM Biography Photos and negatives 
used in the Rock Hill 
Evening Herald 
newspaper report on 
the  publication of Vol 1 
of AM Letters
DM
Photos DM Biography Photos of DM’s Paris 
trip to the Voltaire 
Foundation
needs to be better 
catalogued
1980s?
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Files DM Works/Œuvres Reviews of DM’s book 
“The Verbal Art of Jean-
François Regnard
DM; REGNARD, Jean-François; 1966-1971
Files Reference Materials Charavay catalogues 
(Rare book sellers, 
Paris)
1993
Files Winthrop “Winthrop in 
Paris” (1967) participant 
information 
1967
Microfilm AM Broadside advertising 
theft from AM’s library: 
“Il a été volé..”; Title 
page from "Table 
Générale des oeuvres 
de M. de Voltaire" w/
note by AM
AM; VOLTAIRE, Francois-Marie Arouet, 
dit
only 4 frames; from 
the BIF
Media AM Carmontelle Portrait of 
AM
CARMONTELLE, Louis Carrogis 3 copies of the same 
transparency
Microfilm AM Articles (contre l’) Éducation 
(forcée), 1793
AM from the BML (mf 
2557) only 15 frames--
no reel formerly mf8 
on DM’s list
Microfilm AM Articles Cruautés 
Révolutionnaires; Lettre 
de Brutus  à Ciceron
AM from the BML
Microfilm AM Articles Etudes sur Rabelais AM from the Bibliothèque 
de Tours
Microfilm AM Articles Mémoires...Bossange, 
Masson, et Besson; 




Microfilm AM Articles Projet de réponse.. 
mémoires des princes
AM from UNC-CH
Microfilm AM Articles Quelques réflexions sur 
l’article du 15 juillet
AM
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Microfilm AM Biography A Philosophe views the 
French Revolution: The 
Abbé Morellet 
(1727-1819)(Doctoral 
Dissertation by David C 
Gordon, Princeton, U. 
1957)
AM; GORDON, David C.; From U. of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor (mf 
58-7844)
1958
Microfilm AM Biography letter from AM to Mme 
Suard (?); Nécrologie de 
AM (Arnault); letters 
from AM to Suard; 
Aphorisms of 
Vauvenarges copied by 
Suard (?) commentated 
upon by AM and Suard 
(?)
ARNAULT, Antoine-Vincent; SUARD, 
Amélie; SUARD, Jean-Baptiste-
Antoine, NICHOLLS, (?), Dr.; 
VAUVENARGES, Luc de Clapier, 
Marquis de, 
from BPU-Geneva, 
and the microfilm is is 
printed in reverse 
page order, seemingly
Microfilm AM Biography AM Letters Suite de l’affaire de la 
Préface contre Palissot, 
l’abbé Morellet à la 
Bastille; letters from AM 
to Barbier
AM; MALESHERBES, Guillaume-
Chrétien de Lamoignon de; 
D’HÉMERY, Joseph; SALLEY, Charles-
Alexandre; BARBIER, Antoine-
Alexandre;  SARTINE, Antoine-
Raymond-Jean-Gualbert-Gabriel de, 
comte d’Alby; PALISSOT de 
Montenoy, Charles
From the BNF 
(formerly mf20 on 
DM’s list--2nd mf of 2 
on the same reel)
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Microfilm AM Letters AM letters to Roederer 
(containing the 
Chanson sur le retour 
des Jésuites annoncé 
en 1773); Letter of 
reference for MM 
d’Aligre and Jilleau; 
Quelques vues sur la 
prescription (law); 
Observations sur un 
article des archives 
littéraires (Bexon and 
the legal code); Moreau 
de Jonnès letters to 
Roderer;
AM; ROEDERER, Pierre-Louis (Comte);  
ALIGRE, Etienne-Louis-Auguste d’; 
JILLEAU, Jacques; BEXON, Scipion-
Jérome; MOREAU de Jonnès, 
Alexandre; 
from Archives 
Nationales de France 
(29AP12): Originally 
owned by Paul O 
LeClerc
1987
Microfilm AM Letters AM letters to Roederer, 
Neufchâteau; Palissot 
to Neufchâteau. Also 
Post-mortem letters 
between Belz, 
Roederer, Gentil and 
L’Ecuy about publishing 
AM’s letters; Palissot to 
Neufchâteau (17 letters)
AM: ROEDERER, Pierre-Louis (Comte);  
NEUFCHÂTEAU, Nicholas-Louis 
François de; PALISSOT de Montenoy, 
Charles; L’ECUY, abbé Jean-Baptiste; 
BELZ, (Joseph-Henri ?); GENTIL, L; 
From the Archives 
Nationales (29AP12-
archives privées du 
comte Roederer); MF 
originally belonging to 
Paul O. LeClerc  
(formerly mf 20 on 
DM’s list--1st mf of 2 
on the same reel) 
needs a takeup reel
1971
Microfilm AM Letters AM to Mr l’Eveque 
d’Alois (ca 1816)
AM; BAUSSET, Louis-François de, 
Bishop of Alais
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Microfilm AM Letters AM-Lord Shelburne 
(Marquis of Lansdowne) 
coorespondance, about 
75 pieces and from 
Lord Shelburne to AM 
(about 40 pieces); AM 
to Tombelle (several 
pieces), Panchaud et 
Cie, Bankers, (several 
pieces); “John Fred.k” 
Perregaux (several 
pieces); L J Cist (ca 
1876 re AM/Shelburne 
coorespondance); 
article about the 
coorespondance by F. 
W. Hirst in the (British) 
Common Sense journal 
April, 1919)
AM; LANSDOWNE, William Petty, 1st 
Marquis of; TOMBELLE, ?; 
PERREGAUX, Jean-Frédéric: CIST, 
Lewis Jacob; HIRST, Francis Wrigley 
From the Lansdowne 
Collection (Bowood), 
originally sent to Paul 
O. LeClerc
1972













AM Letters labeled "Tape 3B SIDE 
1:  Marie-Paule Stone 
(MPS) reading MSS 
“End of 'lettre sur 
‘éxistence de Dieu” (see 
box 22) and “[mf]2506 
Moyens insuffisans 
pour contenir le peuple" 
labeled "Tape 3B" SIDE 
2: MPS reading MSS 
"[l'Arrestation de] 
Pastoret et Chenier. 
Begin Bouffleurs" 
STONE, Marie-Paule; AM; PASTORET, 
Adélaïde Louise Piscatory, Mme; 
CHENIER, André; BOUFFLERS, Marie-
Françoise-Catharine de Beauvau-
Craon, Marquise de
the label incorrectly 
indicates that side one 
contains a reading 
from mf2560 (Lois des 
suspects)--it’s actually 
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AM Letters Side 1: Marie-Paule 
Stone reading from 
mf2582: unidentified 
letter; Prince de 
Beauvau to AM; Mr 
John Dunning to AM 
Side 2: Marie Paul 
Stone reading from 
mf2582? ’92 Comité 
révolutionnaire; 
Révolution 9 Thermidor 
(the tape labels are 
incorrect/missing. Most 
of side 2 is blank)
AM: BEAUVAU-CRAON, Charles-
Juste, Prince de;  DUNNING, John, 1st 
Baron Ashburton; VILLIERS, Mme ?; 
CHALGRIN, Marguerite-Émilie Vernet; 
(the tape labels are 
incorrect/missing. 






AM Letters Side 1: Marie-Paule 
Stone reading Lettre 
écrite à l’occasion de 
Bélisaire; Sur Franklin; 
lettre à M. X (Suard) sur 
l'éxistence de Dieu 
(1767) (mf 2577) Side 2: 
Marie Paule Stone 
reading from mf 2548 
the end of Quelques 
pièces relatives à la 
censure de Belisare par 
la Sorbonne




cassette was repaired 
in 2017, but may be 
fragile. Some of the 
contents are my best 
guess, but not 
specifically identified 
by M-PS
Microfilm AM Works/OEuvres Commonplace book, or 
Morellet’s ANA
AM from the BL
Microfilm AM Works/OEuvres Femmes/Women (5 
pages)
AM from The BML
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Media Series Type Subject Names Noted Notes Dates
42
42
Microfilm AM Works/Œuvres (mf 2651 continued) 
Matériaux...Révolution, 
Tableau Général des 
horreurs de la 
révolution; (mf 2563) 
Morale Mélanges; Effets 
de la révolution sur la 
morale; (mf2545) 
Mélanges sur 
l'Angleterre (parts 1 and 
2); (mf2498) 
Conversation d'un curé 
des environs de St 
Germain avec un 








toutes ses operations; 
Défaut de police 
intérieur dans 
l’assemblée nationale; 
Influence de la 
Révolution française sur 
les lettres et les arts;
AM from The BML, a 
compilation of 6 
microfilms
Microfilm AM Works/Œuvres ANA, Vol I and II (AM’s 
Commonplace book)
From the BL
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42 Microfilm AM Works/Œuvres de l’Ésclavage des noirs 
(mf 2547); Quelques 
pièces relatives à la 
censure de Belisare par 
la Sorbonne (mf2548); 
Lettre écrite à l’ 
occasion de Belisaire; 
(mf2577) Sur Franklin; 
lettre à M. X (Suard??) 
sur l'éxistence de Dieu 
(1767); (mf 2506)  
mensonges politiques; 
[Moyens insuffisans 
pour contenir le peuple 
(pour servir à l’histoire 
de la révolution); 
Mauvaise excuse des 
excès de la multitude 
dans les vice de 
l’ancien régime; 
(mf2560) Matériaux 
pour servir à l’histoire 
de la révolution (I); fêtes 
nationales établies par 
la Révolution; 
Observations sur 
l'opinion de Condorcet 
relative au judgement 
de Louis XVI; loi des 
suspects et arrestations 




révolutionnaires à Paris; 
Injustices et cruautés 
du gouvernement 
révolutionnaire enver les  
prêtres et la réligion; 
Exemples de violations 




Correspondence sent to 
AM (41 letters--see 
inventory in mf box)
AM; BELISARIUS, Flavius; 
MARMONTEL, Jean-François; 
FRANKLIN, Benjamin; SUARD, Jean-
Baptiste-Antoine; GORNAY, Jacques-
Claude-Marie Vincent, Marquis de; 
TURGOT, Anne-Robert-Jacques; 
BECCARIA, Cesare; CARPANI, 
Francesco Maria, Marchese di; 
FONTETTE, François-Jean Orceau de; 
VERRI, Pietro; FRISI (?); Vivant de 
MEZARGUES, ?; DUTASTA, Jean; 
BERNSTOFF, Johann Hartwig Ernst, 
Count von; RAIMBERT,  Joseph; 
BEAUVAU-CRAON, Charles-Juste, 
Prince de; INVAULT, Etienne Maynon 
d’: PHIPPS, Constantine John, 2nd 
Baron Mulgrave; DUNNING, John, 1st 
Baron Ashburton; GODIN, ?: 
MARCHAND, B?; d”AVIAU du Bois de 
Sanzay, Charles-François, Archbishop 
of Bordeaux; BEAUVAU-CRAON, 
Marie-Charlotte-Sylvie de Rohan-
Chabot, Princess and Maréchale de; 
LE ROY,?; BAUSSET, Louis-François 
de, Bishop of Alais; FRANCÈS, ?, 
Batailhé de
from the BML?  first 
frame (damaged) 
begins “Morellet 
2547” . mf2582, at 
least,  was made for 
Paul O. LeClerc
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42 Microfilm AM Works/Œuvres de l’Ésclavage des noirs 
(mf 2547); Quelques 
pièces relatives à la 
censure de Belisare par 
la Sorbonne (mf2548); 
Lettre écrite à l’ 
occasion de Belisaire; 
(mf2577) Sur Franklin; 
lettre à M. X (Suard??) 
sur l'éxistence de Dieu 
(1767); (mf 2506)  
mensonges politiques; 
[Moyens insuffisans 
pour contenir le peuple 
(pour servir à l’histoire 
de la révolution); 
Mauvaise excuse des 
excès de la multitude 
dans les vice de 
l’ancien régime; 
(mf2560) Matériaux 
pour servir à l’histoire 
de la révolution (I); fêtes 
nationales établies par 
la Révolution; 
Observations sur 
l'opinion de Condorcet 
relative au judgement 
de Louis XVI; loi des 
suspects et arrestations 




révolutionnaires à Paris; 
Injustices et cruautés 
du gouvernement 
révolutionnaire enver les  
prêtres et la réligion; 
Exemples de violations 




Correspondence sent to 
AM (41 letters--see 
inventory in mf box)
AM; BELISARIUS, Flavius; 
MARMONTEL, Jean-François; 
FRANKLIN, Benjamin; SUARD, Jean-
Baptiste-Antoine; GORNAY, Jacques-
Claude-Marie Vincent, Marquis de; 
TURGOT, Anne-Robert-Jacques; 
BECCARIA, Cesare; CARPANI, 
Francesco Maria, Marchese di; 
FONTETTE, François-Jean Orceau de; 
VERRI, Pietro; FRISI (?); Vivant de 
MEZARGUES, ?; DUTASTA, Jean; 
BERNSTOFF, Johann Hartwig Ernst, 
Count von; RAIMBERT,  Joseph; 
BEAUVAU-CRAON, Charles-Juste, 
Prince de; INVAULT, Etienne Maynon 
d’: PHIPPS, Constantine John, 2nd 
Baron Mulgrave; DUNNING, John, 1st 
Baron Ashburton; GODIN, ?: 
MARCHAND, B?; d”AVIAU du Bois de 
Sanzay, Charles-François, Archbishop 
of Bordeaux; BEAUVAU-CRAON, 
Marie-Charlotte-Sylvie de Rohan-
Chabot, Princess and Maréchale de; 
LE ROY,?; BAUSSET, Louis-François 
de, Bishop of Alais; FRANCÈS, ?, 
Batailhé de
from the BML?  first 
frame (damaged) 
begins “Morellet 
2547” . mf2582, at 













AM Works/Œuvres labeled "Tape 4A" SIDE 
1:  Marie-Paule Stone  
reading MSS 
Mensonges politiques 
[end of l'Arrestation de] 
Mme Bouffleurs” 
through to d’Arlincourt, 
then skipping to 
Duruey. Side 2: 
unrecorded
STONE, Marie-Paule; AM; 
BOUFFLERS, Marie-Françoise-
Catharine de Beauvau-Craon, 
Marquise de; BRIENNE, Etienne 
Charles de Lomenie de; Mme 
ELIZABETH de France; 
MALESHERBES, Guillaume-Chrétien 
de Lamoignon de; TURGOT, Anne-
Robert-Jacques; SOMBREUIL, Marie-
Maurille; NOAILLES, Catherine-
Françoise-Charlotte de Cossé-Brissac, 
Duchesse et Maréchale de; BRIENNE, 
Etienne Charles de Lomenie de; 
BRIENNE, Etienne Charles de Lomenie 
de; BORDE, Jean-Benjamin de la; 
BOULOGNE, Jean-Baptiste; 
ARLINCOURT (fils), Louis-Antoine 
Prévot d’ ;DURUEY, Joseph; DUCLOS 
du FRESNOY, Charles-Nicolas; 
BEZARD, Jacques; BOUTIN, Simon-
Charles; BARRY, Jeanne Bécu, 
Comtesse du; HERMANN, Johann 
David; BRICHARD, François; 
CHAUDOT, Vivant-Jean-Baptiste; 
LOISEROLLES, Jean-Simon-Aved de; 
the typed transcription 
of this tape is found in 
Box 42A.
Microfilm AM Works/Œuvres Mélanges de littérature 
et de Philosophie du 
18e siècle, Volume 1 
(1818)
AM From U. of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor  (OP 56790 
Vol 1) This may be a 
reprint edition of the 
1818 edition.
2002
Microfilm AM Works/Œuvres Mélanges de littérature 
et de Philosophie du 
18e siècle, Volume 3 
(1818)
AM From U. of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor  (OP 56790 
Vol 3) This may be a 
reprint edition of the 
1818 edition.
2002
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42
42
Microfilm AM Works/Œuvres Miscellaneous papers 
from AM notebooks: 
•Arithmétique politique 
•Article from Mercure 
de France (Frimaire an 
XIII) about the book "du 
Gouvernment considéré 
dan ses rapports avec 
le commerce" by 
Francois Louis Auguste 
Ferrier, article written by 
M. Fiévée •Article by 
AM about the book/
article--" Science d 
'économie publique 
contre Ferrier and 
Fiévée" •Projet d'index 
général des questions 
inquietantes (appeared 
in le Publiciste at some 
point)  •Mémoire au 
Ministre de 'Intérieur 
pour la conservation du 
conseil Général de 
Commerce •(AM 
Mélanges) Science de 
'léconomie publique en 
général • Observations 
sur l'ouvrage de M. 
Canard ("Principes de 
l'économie publique")
AM; FERRIER, François-Louis-
Auguste; FIÉVÉE, Joseph; CANARD, 
Nicholas 
from the BML, mf 
2531
1973
Microfilm AM Works/Œuvres Observations sur la 
nouvelle traduction de 
Shakespeare
AM; SHAKESPEARE, William; 
LETOURNEUR, Pierre
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Microfilm AM Works/Œuvres Practiques utiles dans 
les travaux littéraires et 
philosophiques [de 
Francis Bacon](BMLmf 
2578); Liberté de la 
presse (mélanges non-
tirés des journaux) 
(BMLmf 2568)
AM; BACON, Francis from the BML 1981
Microfilm AM Works/Œuvres Projet de banque pour 
les Etats-Unis  (mf 
seems to contain 2 
pages from AM’s 
“Observations sur la 
nouvelle traduction de 
Shakespeare” )
AM; FRANKLIN, Benjamin; 
SHAKESPEARE, William; 






AM Works/Œuvres Side 1: “Tape 5A” Trucs 
sur la courage des 
Femmes” [au Terreur]/
Stuff about the courage 
of Women [during the 
Terreur] (Marie-Paule 
Stone reading) Side 2: 
unrecorded
STONE, Marie-Paule; AM; Mme 
ELIZABETH de France; MARIE-
ANTOINETTE, Reine de France; 
GRAMMONT, Béatrix de Choieul-
Stainville, duchesse de; 
This cassette starts 
not at the beginning, 
but about 1/4 of the 
way in, and side 2 is 
blank.
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AM Works/Œuvres Side 1: DM reading 
Cruautés 
Révolutionnaires (pages 
10- 30 of mf 2559) Side 
2: DM reading Cruautés  
Révolutionnaires (pg 
31-36)
DM; AM; DALRET, ?; CHAUMET, 
Pierre-Gaspard; CHAMFORT, 
Sébastien-Roch Nicholas de; 
BOISGESLIN, Marie-Catherine de 
Bouffleurs de, Marquise de Cucé; 
HENIN-Liétard, Charles-Alexandre-
Marc-Marcelin d’Alsace, Prince d’; 
MAILLÉ de la Tour-Landry, Charles-
François-Armand de; SIMIANE, Diane-
Adélaïde de Damas d’Antigny, 
Comtesse de; LABORDE, Nathalie-
Lucie-Léontine, Comtesse de Noailles; 
DAMAS, Charles de; ENVILLE, Louise-
Élisabeth-Nicole de la Rochefoucauld, 
Duchesse d’; VERGNIER,?: HÉRAIN, 
M. ? et Mme ?de; FOUQUIER-
TINVILLE, Antoine-Quentin; 
ROBESPIERRE, Maximilian-François-
Marie-Isadore de; MACHAULT 
d’Arnouville, Jean Baptiste de; 
VAUBERTRAND, Marc-Antoine de 
(cited as BERTRAND by AM); 
MONBRETON de Norvins, Jacques 
Marquet de; FOULON de Doué, 
Joseph-François de; CHÂTELET, 
Louis-Marie-Florent Loménie 
d’Haraucourt, duc de; POIX, Charles 
Prince de (aka NOAILLES, Charles-
Arthur-Tristan-Languedoc de); 
LABORDE, Rosalie Claude de Nettine 
de; BRICHE, Adélaïde-Édmée Prévost 
de la; 
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Microfilm AM Works/Œuvres Table détaillée de 
toutes les pièces 
continues dans le 
Recueil selon l’ordre 
numérique des 
portefeuilles/ Catalogue 
of AM's 'filing cabinet'
AM from the BML, Ms 
2580
Microfilm AM Works/Œuvres Taxes Arbitraires / AM 
letters (1775-1807)/
Éloge de Marmontel 
(BML ms 2539); 
Matériaux pour servir à 
l'histoire de la 
Révolution [Cahiers II 
and III] (BML ms 2561)
GERANDO, Anne-Marie-Suzanne de 
Rathsammhausen de; GERANDO, 
Joseph-Marie de; MARMONTEL, Jean-
François; 
from BML, Charavay 
MS (ms632) and 2561
Photos DM Biography Dm Doctoral graduation 
(Tulane); Paris and 
Troyes trip, Summer 





move to long 
enveloppe
1966
Photos DM Biography house (exterior and 
interior) playing 
volleyball, Horseback 
riding, Tulane U. ca 
1965, DM partner Edith 
Hudkins, visit to NC (?)




move to long 
enveloppe
1960s
Photos DM Biography Personal Pictures 
(Concord, NC) DM, 
Edith Judkins and 
friends, Soldier and 
girlfriend, Christmas, 
Baby, Young family with 
two boys, DM family?
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Photos DM Biography Personal Pictures Edith 
Judkins and dog 
“Pooch'cini"





Photos DM Biography Personal Pictures, “Roll 
11” Edith Judkins 
Graduation (Tulane) 
Waterskiing in Florida




move to long 
enveloppe
1965
Photos DM Biography Personal pictures, “Roll 
7” DM and Edith 
Judkins,  and their dog 
“Pooch’cini” (1950s): 
Fall and Spring foliage, 
waterskiing, horseback 
riding, )




move to long 
enveloppe
1950s?
Photos DM Biography Personal pictures, “Roll 
9” Edith Judkins 
performance with 
children,mother with 
three children; Edith 
Judkins’s family and 2 
children; 3 BW frames 
of a man with a dog, in 
New Orleans?
JUDKINS, Edith roll of colour 
negatives; very badly 
damaged, chewed by 
dog; white splatters + 




move to long 
enveloppe
1950s
Photos DM Biography Personal pictures, 
(unidentified, possibly 
Monroe or Concord, NC 
ca Fall 1960): DM and  
partner (“E”/Edith 
Judkins), lesbian/
women friends, and 
possibly their mothers?




move to long 
enveloppe
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Photos DM Biography Personal pictures, 
(unidentified, possibly 
Monroe, NC 1950s): 
equestrian pictures, 
performance on stage, 
with a dog, at the 
beach, at church 
(Methodist?); High 
School; DM w Edith 
Judkins and friends, 
1950s, Children at 
Easter
DM; JUDKINS, Edith; B/W negatives; some 




Photos DM Biography Personal pictures, 
(unidentified, possibly 
Monroe, NC 1960s): 
originally labeled “Edith 
Judkins, Darien [NY]”
DM; JUDKINS, Edith;
Photos DM Biography Personal pictures, 
church, Old Concord 
High School, DM
B/W negatives; some 





Photos DM Biography Personal Pictures, DM 
and friends, Graduation 
from Tulane U., Paris 
1967





Photos DM Biography Personal pictures, DM 
and Jean LeHardy 
(Rock Hill, late 1960s): 
Christmas; Fall Trip; 
Picnic; Archery at 
Winthrop (Lee Wicker)




move to long 
enveloppe
1960s
Photos DM Biography Personal pictures, DM 
and Winthrop Students 
in Paris
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Photos DM Biography Personal pictures, DM’s 
cat, Shrimp boats on 
Louisiana bayoux?,  
"roll 15"






Photos DM Biography Personal pictures, DM’s 
cat, Shrimp boats on 
Louisiana bayoux?, DM 
and Edith Judkins at the 
beach  and on the ferry 
“Pan American clipper” 
ferry to Ship Island, 
MS"roll 17"















Photos DM Biography Personal pictures, Edith 
Judkins and friends, 
1950s, Performance 
(WWII?), 
DM; JUDKINS, Edith; B/W negatives; some 





Photos DM Biography Personal pictures, Edith 
Judkins in New Orleans; 
at 4920 St Charles Ave,  
in City Park NOLA? [roll 
13]




original yellow and red 
box
1960s
Photos DM Biography Personal pictures, 
Marked by DM: “E 
[singer] & Norm; Me 
[DM] on Horse; Ann 
Hoover's dog” [roll 12]




original yellow and red 
box
1960s
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Photos DM Biography Personal Pictures, New 
Orleans, street artist, St 
Luke’s United 
Methodist Church (5875 
Canal Blvd)
Roll of Colour 
negatives in original 
red and white box. 
pictures scanned to 
Acc1049>Negatives
1962
Photos DM Biography Personal pictures, 
snippets of rolls: 
“Otis” (dog?) and 
“Amy”, 3 young men on 
a Louisiana dock, 
Woman sleeping on 
floor w kitten,   "roll 16"






Photos DM Biography Personal Pictures; DM 
and Edith Judkins at 
beach (SC?), at concert, 
sunbathing w woman in 
US Navy Nurse Uniform




Files DM Notes DM notes from 
microfilm reels
labels and notes 
removed from DM’s 
microfilm boxes
Microfilm FRANKLIN, Benjamin Bagatelles FRANKLIN, Benjamin, AM, 
HELVETIUS, Mme Anne-Catherine de 
LIgniville, et al
from the BNF 1975
Microfilm FRANKLIN, Benjamin Benjamin Franklin, 
Satirist; The Satire of 
Franklin and its Rhetoric 
(1958 PhD Thesis by 
Francis X.Davy)
FRANKLIN, Benjamin: DAVY, Francis 
X. 
From U. of Michigan, 
Ann Arbor (mf 
58-2530
Microfilm JEFFERSON, Thomas Thomas Jefferson’s 
Observations on the 
State of Virginia
JEFFERSON, Thomas
Microfilm Other Enlightenment Figures AM article “sur Smith” AM: SMITH, Adam only one frame;from 
the BML
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Microfilm Other Enlightenment Figures David Garrick 
Coorespondance--with  
AM (2 copies); Jean 
Monnet (2 copies);
AM; GARRICK, David, MONNET, Jean; 4 snippets of mf 
gathered on one reel 
from the Victoria and 
Albert Museum, 
London; scanned to 
PDF as: “1049 AM to 
Garrick (1 of 2)”;“1049 
AM to Garrick (2 of 
2)“;”1049 Monnet to 
Garrick; AM to Garrick 
(dupl)”; “1049 AM to 
Garrick maybe” 
formerly mf25 on 
DM’s list
Microfilm Other Enlightenment Figures l’Italien (Bibliotheque 
pour tous edition)
RADCLIFFE, Ann Ward 1991
Microfilm Other Enlightenment Figures Manuel des 
inquisateurs (Chapter 3) 
1762 edition
from Yale U.
Microfilm Other Enlightenment Figures Richesse des nations/ 
Wealth of Nations; table 
of contents and notes 
for the Blavet 
translation (1800) and 
the Roucher translation 
(1790)
SMITH, Adam, BLAVET, Jean-Louis; 
ROUCHER, Jean-Antoine
from the BML
Microfilm Reference Materials Catalogue of the Entire 
LIbrary of the Late, 
Most Noble William, 
Marquis of Lansdowne 
(1806)
LANSDOWNE, William Petty, Marquis 
of
From the Bodleian 
Library
1984
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42
42
Microfilm Reference Materials Les Quands, ou Avis 
salutaires; Lettre de 
Mme de l’Ecluse; les 
Tristes adieux de 
Palissot; Hymne 
chantée au village de 
Pompignan; Relation du 
voyage de M. le 
Marquis de Pompignan;  
Recueil de mémoires, 
dissertations, 
lettres...Academie 
Royale des Sciences, et 
des Inscriptions, et 
Belles Lettres, Vol 359 
(title page and page 16 
only); les Nouveaux Si 
et Pourquoi suivi d'un 
Dialogue entre MM. 
LeFranc et Voltaire; 
Réponses au Quand, au 
Si; et au Pourquoi 
(Bruxelles, 1760, title 
page only)
POMPIGNAN, Jean-Jacques Lefranc, 
Marquis de; VOLTAIRE, Francois-Marie 
Arouet, dit; PALISSOT de Montenoy, 
Charles
from the BNF
Microfilm Reference Materials Letters from Sir James 
Macintosh to Gerando 
(2) and to Camille 
Jordan (1)
MACINTOSH, Sir James, GERANDO, 
Joseph-Marie, Baron de; JORDAN, 
Camille
From the NYPL (MFs 
441, 441A, 442, 445) 
(Carl. H. Pforzheimer 
Shelly and Circle 
Collection) 
1989
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Microfilm Reference Materials Title page ONLY of 
“Nouveau Mémoire 
pour servir à l’histoire 
des Cacouacs (Moreau, 
1757); Chapter 5 (pgs 
50-57) of “Justification 






Chaumeix”  (Montlinot, 
1760); Title pages and 
tables of contents for 
“Wealth of 
Nations” (1776 edition)
AM; MOREAU, Jacob-Nicolas; 
CHAUMEIX, Abraham-Josephe de; 
MONTLINOT, Charles-Antoine-Joseph 
Leclerc de; SMITH, Adam; 
from the BNF. (note: 
the title page does 
NOT match the 
‘Chapitre V” that 
follows it!)  formerly 
mf29 on DM’s list
1978
Microfilm Winthrop FLES (French in the 
Elementary Schools 
Programme) Manual (3d 
edition)
1981
Microfilm Le joli recueil, (1756) 
containing: Lettre à 
MM. les Parisiens; le 
Plaidoyer de 
Ramponeau; le Russe à 
Paris; la Vanité; le 
Pauvre diable; les 
Quand, les Si, et les 
Pourquoi; Réponse aux 
Quand, aux Si, et aux 
Pourquoi
AM, VOLTAIRE, Francois-Marie Arouet, 
dit; POMPIGNAN, Jean-Jacques 
Lefranc, Marquis de; RAMPONEAU, 
Jean; 
From the BML (mf 
torn and repaired, pgs 
10-15)
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Side1: Andrew Brown 
Toronto 17 April 85 
(about the new 
advances in publishing 
Voltaire’s works at the 
Voltaire Foundation at 
Oxford U. and the 
nascent use of 
micropublishing) Side 2: 
conclusion of Andrew 
Brown's talk and 
questions from the 
audience
BROWN, Andrew; VOLTAIRE, 
Francois-Marie Arouet, dit; VOLTAIRE 
FOUNDATION;
recorded by DM 
during a meeting of 
ASECS in Toronto, 
Canada
1985




DM Articles Study of 
Matériaux...Révolution 
(Chap 3/AM and 
Republic of Letters)
with index and notes 




AM Works/Œuvres Matériaux...Révolution, 
MSS (Copy 1, Part 1)




AM Works/Œuvres Matériaux...Révolution, 
MSS (Copy 1, Part 2)




AM Works/Œuvres Matériaux...Révolution, 
MSS (Copy 2, Part 1)




"7MPS" (even though 
these seem out of 
sequence, I think the 
parts are in 
consecutive order)
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AM Works/Œuvres Matériaux...Révolution, 
MSS (Copy 2, Part 2)






though these seem 
out of sequence, I 




AM Works/Œuvres Matériaux...Révolution, 
transcription  (1995 
version with indices, 
notes and a cover letter 
to Guy Parguez 
(Bibliothèque de Lyon)
PARGUEZ, Guy
Files DM Biography Poem by Doris Browder BROWDER, Doris (BLOUGH)






Files DM Travel Trip (Medlin/Lehardy)/
Belgium/Germany
1994
Play FRANKLIN, Benjamin Balloon (1983) by 
Sunde, Karen
FRANKLIN, Benjamin, AM, 
HELVETIUS, Mme Anne-Catherine de 
LIgniville, et al
Ephemera Local History Party Invitation 1987
News 
Clipping
Local History Rock Hill Legion of 
Honor
Journals Periodicals American Magazine (1 
volume)
Journals Periodicals ASECS publications
Offprints Reference Materials 1 work DONATO, Clorinda
Offprints Reference Materials 1 work SCHAEPER, Thomas J 1991
Offprints Reference Materials 3 works CLARK, Henry
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Catalogues Reference Materials 6 volumes + 1 extract A. GERITS en Zoon Rare book sellers, 
Amsterdam








Journals Reference Materials Ideas (National 
Humanities Center (1 
volume)
Journals Reference Materials SEASECS publications Vol 3, No 1 pg 67--DM 
review; Vol 4, No1, pg 
1 DM article
Files Reference Materials Sorbonne-Library








Winthrop Philological Association 
(4 copies)
 (meeting at Winthrop) 1977
Files Winthrop Winthrop FLES 
Handbook
(Foreign Languages in 
the Elementary School
Ephemera Winthrop Winthrop Model UN 
Brochure
1981
Ephemera Ephemera 1940’s Mirror belonging 
to DM
(noted w/Box 21) 
stored under Archives 
worktable
